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THE CHEMCO MISSION
To manufacture, market and distribute the
highest quality cleaning, sanitizing and
maintenance products that are
environmentally safe and satisfy the
needs of our customers at reasonable
and competitive prices.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
Since 1975, CHEMCO has had a Ph.D. chemist
in charge of researching, developing and
manufacturing these high quality and cost effective
cleaning, sanitizing and maintenance products for
industries and institutions. The products included in
this catalogue have been field tested and are
guaranteed to perform.
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COMPANY PROFILE
CHEMCO Industries, Inc. has been supplying useful and needed cleaning products,
industrial degreasers, lubricants and janitorial supplies and equipment to
municipalities, industry and private institutions in many states since 1975. Through
our contract with GSA (General Services Administration), the purchasing arm of the
federal government, our products are purchased by the United States Army, Navy,
Airforce, Mental Health and Federal Prisons, and are shipped all over the United
States.
The company and its founder, Dr. Kamal "Doc" Yadav,
have been honored by the Small Business
Administration, the Missouri House of Representatives,
and many other organizations in recognition of the
company's growth and contributions to the specialty
chemical industry.

A major strength of CHEMCO is its desire to work with your
company to solve a particular problem. Through its no cost
production development and formulation program,
CHEMCO can often provide your company with a solution to
your cleaning or maintenance problems at a lower cost than
commercially available products. We can package the
chemicals in the most economical manner suitable for your
company's application.

CHEMCO has professional chemists and technical staff
to assist you in the development of environmentally safe
solutions for all your cleaning and maintenance
problems.
CHEMCO has the solution without pollution.
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MANUFACTURING FACILITIES
AND QUALITY CONTROL
CHEMCO has the state of the art facilities to
manufacture and deliver the right product to you in the
right size, whether it be dozens of pint bottles or a
pallet of 55 gallon drums. It has the capacity to
produce over 10,000 gallons of liquid and over 30,000
pounds of powder products per day. Quality Control
is conducted in its well equipped laboratory through
rigorous testing of each batch of product. In addition,
a sample of each batch and its analytical data are
maintained from six months to as long as three years
for taking care of any future problem that may arise.
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OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
Your orders are processed and shipped immediately.
Because of our efficient inventory control and daily shipping,
we are able to provide the excellent service to you that you
have come to expect from us since 1975.
Our professional field sales representatives are there to meet
your needs and are pleased to hear from you. In case they
are not available, please call us at 317-647-1888 or use our
24-hour fax service 636-861-5509 to get in touch with us.
You may visit our home page at chemcoindustries.com
or you may e-mail your needs, comments or concerns to us
at inquiry@chemcoindustries.com.
If you are a GSA customer, buying for any federal office,
please visit our GSA website: gsa.chemcoindustries.com
We are here to serve you.
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for all urinals, bowls as well as fixtures and floors in and around
all restrooms. Great for kennals, apartments & daycares.
DEO GRAN : Granular Deodorant & Odor Absorbent
The quick, easy way to clean and deodorize carpets, trash cans and
disposal trucks. Just sprinkle the granules lightly in area to be
cleaned. As excess moisture is dried, area is left clean and offensive

odors are gone. Imparts a plesant fragrance.
DRY SHOWER : Dry Odor Neutralizer & Air Freshener
A dry spray that eliminates tough odors in the air and penetrates textiles such as curtains, upholstery and carpets to
chemically neutralize foul odors. Strong against tobacco odor. Will not stain. Fragrance: "Baby Powder".

FRESH AIR FACTORY : Air Freshener Dispenser
Brushed metallic finish over rugged chemical resistant ABS plastic (same material as NFL football helmets) designed
for good looks and longevity. Light sensitive photo cell turns unit on with room light and off in darkness. Computer
calibrated low drain motor quietly propels and distributes frangrence through a six blade fan. Operates a minimum
of 30 days on one "D" size battery, which is provided. Keyless lock means no keys to misplace. Double stick foam
tape and screws (provided) help easy installation. It is the ideal solution to custom air freshening in every washroom.

FRESH AIR PAKS : Deodorant jells
No waste solid gel cartridges which eliminates spills and mess associated with liquid and wick products. Its pure
active organic ingredients break down odors and sweep them away. Fragrance(s): cherry, lemon, pineapple, Pina
Colada, spice scent, green apple, baby powder and gardenia

FRESH N DRY : Dry Odor Neutralizer & Air Freshener
Similar to Dry Shower in chemistry and performance. Leaves a fresh, pleasing "Everything Nice" scent.

HONEY BEE : Water Soluble Odor Counteractant Concentrate
A powerful deodorant. Eliminates odors caused by decomposition of food particles, urine, pet droppings, vomit, fecal
matter and blood. Use on bedpans, urinals, carpets, floors, walls, sinks, drains - as is, or dilute with water.
Fragrance: Honey Suckle

ODOR ELIMINATOR : Odor Control (Granular)
Eliminates odors caused by smoke, fire, mildew, garbage moisture, animal smells and more. Effective in moist areas.
Non-flammable crystals enable use in ashtrays and urns. One bottle treats up to 5,000 square feet. Use on carpet,
upholstery, mattresses, dumpsters, refuse areas, and much more.

ODOR GONE : Water Soluble Odor Counteractant Concentrate
Water borne all purpose odor counteractant, which chemically neutralizes the very source of malodors and
imparts a pleasant, fresh fragrance in restrooms, lobbies, locker rooms, storage areas, hospital rooms, hotel
and motel rooms, garbage cans, disposals and compactors, dumpsters, air conditioning filters and ducts,
elevators, kitchens, dining areas, meeting rooms, toilets and urinals, bed pans, floor drains and mopping
solutions. Fragrances: lemon, mint, cherry, pine, peach, green apple, pina-colada, vanilla, orange, cinnamon and
any fragrance of your choice if ordered in quantity.

ODOR X : Gel Deodorant Spray
The clinging gel allows ODOR X to be applied to horzontal, vertical and irregular shapped surfaces, like in closets, above
doors, trash cans, ceiling fans, behind toilets. Kills odors completely and continues to release fragrance for weeks.

PEACH PARADISE : Odor Counteractant Concentrate
The same type of odor suppressant used by many fire departments. It offers a special three-way action: (1)
completely eliminates repulsive odors; (2) deactivates the source of odors and (3) leaves a fresh pleasant fragrance.
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BIO ZYME : Enzyme Based Odor Counteractant Concentrate
An instant odor eliminator with enzymatic power to devour and digest
the toughest odors created by urine and uric salt, which are not
generally destroyed by disinfectant and regular bowl cleaners. Must
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AUTO BRITE (Premium or Deluxe): Car Wash Shampoo
A highly concentrated liquid or granular cleaner for cars, trucks and
buses. Removes road tar, grease, grime, insects and other soils.
Restores luster to finish. For hand or machine washing.

AUTO ODOR X : Auto Interior Odor Controller
Quick breaking , bio-enzymatic foam that penetrates deep into porous
surfaces such as headliners, seating, door panels, carpeting, trunk
liners, and rear window sills to instantly deodorize and freshen. One
can treats up to five cars.

AUTO WAX : Automobile/Truck/Heavy Equipment Wax
Auto spray wax - Leaves professional finish and a protective coating.

BAY BRITE : Bay & Pit Degreaser & Cleaner
Powerful bay and pit degreaser and cleaner. Specially formulated to instantly degrease and clean the bays and pits
that accumulate a large amountof oil and grease on concrete floors, walls, unpainted metals, engines, machinery,
fans, plastic, rubber and many other surfaces, specially the lower level of drive through oil changing facilities.

BEAUTY PROTECTOR : Beautifier – Surface Protector – Cleaner
Light foam cleaner and surface protectant. Restores, enhances protects, and preserves vinyl, leather, plastic, and
rubber. Contains special UV blocker additives that protects surfaces from sun damage, fading, drying, and cracking.
Leaves a high luster, gloss finish.

BRAKE BRITE : Non-Flammable Brake & Parts Cleaner
Removes brake fluid, grease and oil contaminants from brake linings and drums. It is non-flammable and leaves no
residue. Not necessary to disassemble brake unit. Stops disc brake squeal.

BRITE SHINE : Instant Gloss for Tires & Rubber Trim
An easy-to-use, long lasting, clear silicone spray that restores body, moisture, and life to dried out, dull rubber and
plastic surfaces. Renews faded tire side-walls, bumpers, rubber door seals, and weather stripping to like new
condition. Spray on and walk away. Super high gloss beautifies and protects for weeks.

BUG BUSTER : Water Soluable Cleaner & Bug Remover
Water soluable and non-flammable with powerful cleaner to instantly dissolve and emulsify dead bugs, grease, dirt
and grime on hard surfaces like glass, metals and hard plastic on automobiles, trucks and buses.

CCC 11 : Choke and Carburetor Cleaner
Aerosol spray instantly dissolves gum and varnish deposits. Penetrates hard to reach passages and bound sliding
surfaces. Use on automatic chokes, carburetor linkage, manifold heat controls and baffle plates.

CHEM THAW : Windshield Deicer - Aerosol
Melts ice on windshields, thaws frozen locks in seconds. Prevents frost and ice formation on windshields when
applied before freezing weather. Also good for shop and show windows.

CLEAN GUARD : Windshield Deicer - Liquid
Concentrated fluid to keep windshields clean and ice free. Protects to -25°F. Emulsifies soils, cuts through insect
residues. Inhibited to protect metal and rubber.

DRY GAS : Anti-Jelling Gas & Diesel Additive
Anti-jelling, anti-freeze compound to add to diesel fuel and gasoline. Contains methanol to absorb moisture; xylene
to dissolve gum, varnishes and waxes; aliphatic distillates to help fuel burn more efficiently; and detergents to clean
engine parts and reduce engine wear.

ENGINE START : Engine Starting Fluid
De-moisturizing spray for starting bulky engines in damp weather. Contians fine upper engine lubricant and anti-corrosion
additives to protect engine. Spray directly into air cleaner or air intake of gasoline or diesel engines.
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PRO BAT : Battery Terminal Cleaner
When sprayed on battery cases, terminals and hold-down clamps, this
cleaner/protector dissolves acid build-up, corrosion, grease and oil
deposits. The result: reduced voltage drain, improved electrical contact.

PRO BELT : Belt Dressing
Stops slipping and aquesking belts, increases grip and belt life. Usable on rubber, fabric, leather and canvas. Just a

little is needed to greatly enhance performance of automotive and industrial equipment.
SALT AWAY : Road Salt Remover for Vehicles
Cleans & shines while reducing corrosion from salt. Chemically breaks the salt residue bond from vehicle surfaces.

SLICK COAT : All Season Spray Wax
A hard, slick coating that protects metal surfaces against salt corrosion plus provides superior lubrication and reduces
drag and sticking of materials to metal surfaces. Use on snow removal equipment, road signs, as well as lawnmowers.

TAR GONE : Tar & Asphalt Remover
Emulsifiable solvent for removing tar and asphalt, road film, grease, etc. From all vehicles and heavy machinery. Will not
harm painted surfaces.

TAR X : Engine Degreaser & Tar Remover
Citrus enhanced gel that clings to surfaces as it breaks down grease and grime. Dissolved soils can be removed by
wiping or with water flush. Contains no petroleum or chlorinated solvents. Safe on rubber, plastics, and painted surfaces.
For use on tar, grease and asphalt without harm to substrate.

TARVASOL : D-Lemonine Based Natural Tar & Asphalt Remover
Natural blend of d-lemonine and petroleum distillates, removes heaby build-up of tar, asphalt, grease and oil from trucks,
automobiles, oilers, truck beds, shovels, roofing equipments and fabrics.

TIRE DRESS : Look-like-new Tire Dressing
Solvent based dressing for rejuvenating the bright and shining look of rubber. Use for a professional detailing finish.

TIRE GLOSS : Tire Trim Rubber Dressing
Easy to use, long lasting, clear silicone aerosol spray that restores body moisture, and life to dried-out, dull rubber and
plastics. Renews faded tire sidewalls, bumpers, rubber seals, and weather stripping to like new condition. Spray on

and walk away. Super high gloss beautifies and protects for weeks.
TRUCK WASH : Truck Cleaning & Washing Compound
Specifically for trucks, this compound removes dirt, road tar, grease and insects with very little effort. No wiping needed;
will not streak. For machine or hand washing. Comes in Liquid or Powder.

WAX & GLO : Vehicle Cleaner, Polish & Wax
Combination of micro-fine buffing clays, solvents, and natural wax. Easily removes road grime, tar, insect residue, and
surface oxidation. Protects surfaces from the harmful effects of acid rain, sun damage, fading, and cracking. Contains
wax and UV blockers. Leaves an invisible barrier to make for easier cleaning in the future. Will not harm gel coat.

WHEEL BRITE : Heavy Duty Tire/Wheel Pre-Wash (Foaming)
Three products in one. Removes the most stubborn soils with minimum of agitation, leaving the surface clean.

WINTER WAX : Anti-Stick Wax Aerosol Spray
Hard, slick coating that protects metal finishes. Provides superior lubrication, and reduces drag and sticking of material
to metal surfaces. Use on snow removal equipment to reduce salt corrosion and road signs to keep snow from sticking,
allowing signs to be read. Spray on undercarriages of grass cutters and mowers to keep grass from sticking.
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MOTOR CLEAN : Motor Degreaser/Cleaner
Concentrated liquid for removing oil and grease from engines, small
parts, air filters, etc... EMULSIFIABLE

BATHROOM CLEANERS
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BATH BRITE : Neutral, Non-Acid Bathroom Cleaner
A non-acid bathroom cleaner and scum remover for all fixtures , walls and floor without damaging porcelain, stainless
steel, ceramic tile and vinyl or tiled floors. BATH BRITE can be sprayed, mopped or brushed on. USDA authorized,
fresh apple scent.

BLUE BOWL SOLID CLEANER & DEODORIZER : Bowl Deodorizer
Cleans, deodorizes and freshens toilet bowls. Tints water blue for a crystal clear look. Prevents scale build up.

BOWL BRITE : 9.5% Hydrochloric Acid Bowl Cleaner & Disinfectant
Porcelain, tile, toilet bowl cleaner. Eliminates odors, removes stains, deodorizes and disinfects. Kills HIV-1
(associated with AIDS virus). Contains .5% Hydrochloric acid and is non-fuming.

BOWL LUSTER : Acid Bowl Cleaner - Non-Fuming
Gets toilet bowls and urinals sparkiling without obnoxious fumes. Just swab it around the fixture and flush. Then dilute
it with water to clean procelain, chrome and tile around the bathroom.

BOWL TAB : Deodorizing Bowl Hanger
This disposable toilet maintainer clips under bowl rim to clean and deodorize 24 hours a day. Tints water, eliminates
rust, helps keep drain open. Leaves a wax coating to extend toilet life. Lasts at least a month.

HURRICANE CLING : Think Phosphoric Acid Bowl Cleaner
Descales, cleans and deodorizes every bathroom surface, showers, tubs, fixtures, stainless steel, sinks, mirrors and
floors. Clings to vertical surfaces, non-poisonous and safe on hands. Contians 25% phosphoric acid, the same acid
that is used in Coke and Pepsi. Has a pleasant fragrance.

MILDEW AWAY : Mildew Remover
Kills mildew on contact. Just spray it on and let dry. The obnoxious mildew disappears! Essential in bathrooms and
locker rooms…anywhere moisture fosters mildew growth. Essential pre-painting preparation in problem areas.

OCEAN BLUE : 25% Hydrochloric Acid Bowl Cleaner & Disinfectant
Cleans, disinfects and deodorizes toilet bowls and urinals. Quickly removes stains, incrustation and discoloration
caused by lime deposits, rust and uric acid stains. Offensive odors are eliminated by removing odor causing gram
negative and gram positive bacteria. Yellow-to-blue chemical action indicates cleaning process has started. EPA
registered. Contains about 25% Hydrochloric Acid. Great for outdoor toilets in hard water areas.

SHOWER BRITE : Hard Surface Acid Cleaner
High performance shower stall, bathtub, toilet, urinal, sinks and hard surface acid cleaner and scum remover. It removes
scum, lime, scale, rust, corrosion and hard water deposits. Highly concentrated and highly effective.

SWEET PEE : Deodorized Urinal Screen
Plastic urinal screends impregnated with strong, pleasant deodorant. Provides effective odor control for up to 60 days.
One size fits all. Disposable glove included.

URI TAB : Urinal Screen with Block
One piece hydro-activated urinal maintainer, complete with
screen and chemical block bonded together. Low alkaline
pH cleaners and scale removers clean with each flush.

Disinfecting compound keeps odor away, drain open.
Lasts at least one month. Self-cleaning, disposable.
URINAL BLOCKS : 4oz. Deodorized Block
Solid 4oz deodorizing blocks for maintianing a clean scent
around urinals. Just place in base of urinal. These blocks

last along time, save time and maintenance cost.
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BIO CIDE : Prevents Biological Fouling in Cooling Tower
Controls microbiological growth in commercial and industrial recirculating cooling systems. Broad spectrum
microbiocide that is non-foaming, water soluble and will not evaporate out of solution. Excellent in both acid and
alkaline cooling systems. BIO CIDE & TOWER CIDE are used on an alternate basis.

COMPLETE TREAT H : 3 in 1 Hard Water Scale Inhibitor in Steam Boilers
Complete treatment solution for hard water systems. Contains oxygen scavenger, scale and corrosion inhibitors
and steam line treatment. Prevents corrosion of steam and condensate lines and plumbing.

COMPLETE TREAT S : 3 in 1 Soft Water Corrosion Inhibitor in Steam Boilers
Complete treatment solution for soft water systems. Contains oxygen scavenger, scale and corrosion inhibitors
and steam line treatment. Prevents corrosion of steam and condensate lines and plumbing.

CORROSION TREAT S : Scale & Corrosion Inhibitor for Soft Water in Steam Boilers
Prevents and controls lime, scale, rust and mineral deposits. Excellent dispersant of suspended solids for more
thorough blow down. Restores heat transfer efficiency.

FUEL TREAT : Improves Combustion Efficiency
Allows fuel to burn cleaner for increased efficiency and reduced pollution. Contains an organic combustion catalyst
combined with corrosion inhibitors and dispersants.

LOOP TREAT – NITRO : Borate Nitrite Scale & Corrosion Inhibitor in a Closed Loop Heating System
Protect ferrous and non-ferrous metals in closed loop heating or cooling systems. An environmentally responsible
product that is an ideal alternative to other heavy metal formulas. Extends the equipment life of hot-water boiler
recirculating systems as well as chilled water recirculating systems. Built-in color indicator reflects adequate pH levels.

LOOP TREAT - POLY : Organic Polymer Scale & Inhibitor in a Closed Loop Heating System
Controls mineral deposits in systems using highly scaling water. Built-in color indicator reflects adequate pH levels.

OXY TREAT : Oxygen Scavenger for Steam Boilers
Quickly attacks dissolved oxygen in boiler feed water before it comes in contact with metal surfaces. Can be safely
used in boiler systems with or without a de-aerator. Is effective in both steam boilers and closed loop recirculating systems.

RUST O SCALE : Rust Remover for Boilers and Hot Water Heaters
A condensate line conditioner for low-pressure and high-pressure boilers. Stops corrosion of return lines, tanks,
traps and pumps by neutralizing acid-forming by-products in the return condensate.

SCALE TREAT H : Scale & Corrosion Inhibitor for Hard Water for Steam Boilers
Scale and corrosion inhibitor for hard water systems. Contains polymeric sludge dispersants to remove and control
sludge and scale deposits. Restores heat transfer efficiency.

SLUDGE TREAT : Polymeric Dispersant & Conditioner for Steam Boilers
An effective dispersant containing a polymeric sludge conditioner and fluidizer to keep solids in solution. Designed to
work alone or as a supplement to chelate, phosphate and carbonate treatments. Effectively removes deposits caused
by calcium, magnesium, barium, aluminum and iron.

STEAM TREAT : Steam Line Acid Neutralizer
Provides excellent protection of return line in high and low-pressure systems. Prevents the formulation of harmful acids,
a major cause of steam pipe repair and replacement. Gradually descales condensate lines as it protects against corrosion.

TOWER CIDE : Controls Algae & Bacterial Growth in Cooling Towers
Prevents and controls microbiological growth in cooling systems. Non-volatile formula that will not evaporate out of solution.
Excellent in both acid and alkaline cooling systems.

TOWER TREAT H : Scale & Corrosion Inhibitor for Hard Water in Cooling Towers
Specifically designed as a treatment for open recirculating systems using high scaling, hard make-up water. Restores
heat transfer efficiency for systems using hard water. Is completely compatible with other cooling tower maintenance
products such as biocides and biodispersants.
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BOILER & COOLER TREATMENT

ALKA TREAT : Alkalinity Builder for Steam Boiler Treatment
Enhances the alkalinity and the corrosion inhibiting properties of our other boiler treat products. Completely soluble
in both hard and soft water boiler systems. Helps to stabalize the pH within a boiler.

CARPET CARE PRODUCTS
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ABC ANTI-RESOIL : Excellent Anti-Resoiling Properties
Works effectively on all types of carpets, including the latest generation of stain resistant carpets. Formulated with
synthetic wetting agents, grease emulsifiers, water softeners, and optical brightners. Dilute 1:64

ABC CARPET CLEAN : Extraction/Bonnet Cleaner & Pre-Spotter
Concentrated alkaline. Removes grease, oil, and soil from older easily soiled carpets, leaving a clean fresh fragrance.
Formulated with synthetic wetting agents, solvents, water softners, optical brighteners, and anti-foaming agents.
NOT FOR USE ON STAIN-RESISTANT CARPETS.

ABC CARPET DEFOAMER : Excellent for Carpet Steam Extraction
Breaks foam quickly and efficiently in both hot and cold water solutions. This product may be added directly to foaming
media. Odorless - Dilution Ratio: 1oz to 5 gallons of solution.

ABC DRY FOAM : High Performance Foam Carpet Cleaner
Heavy duty, high foaming carpet cleaner. EXCELLENT FOR ROTARY AND BONNET CLEANERS. Anti-resoiling agents
leave an invisible non-tacky protective film on fibers and forms a dry residue which is easily vacuumed upon drying.
Contains synthetic wetting agents, solvents, water softeners, and optical brighteners that brightens without attacking
the fibers. Dilution Ratio: 1:25

CARPET CLEAN : Carpet Cleaner & Deodorizer
Hard working foam that deep cleans and dissolves embedded grime and organic matter ground into carpets and upholstery.
Bio-enzymatic action breaks down organic soils and stains. Excellent for use after extraction to get down deep into padding
and carpet backing to remove organic odors and leaves your carpet with a clean, fresh aroma.

CARPET FRESH : Granular carpet Deodorizer
This powdered carpet and room deodorizer is easy to use, yet it's very effective on eliminating unpleasant odors like
cigarette and cigar smoke. Sprinkle it lightly over carpet, wait a few minutes, then vacuum. Carpet and room will smell
fresh again. One bottle covers 2,500 sq ft.

FRESH N UP : No Vacuum Carpet Freshener
Quickly neutralize all odors on contact, even stubborn ones such as tobacco smoke, musty odors or mildew and
unwanted pet odors. Leaves the immediate area smelling fresh and clean without vacuuming.

GUM GONE : Chewing Gum Remover
A necessity where ever people chew gum. Quickly loosens gum form under chairs, tables, counters, window sills, etc.
for removal with a spatula or knife. Harmless to fabrics.

HOT STREAM : Carpet Extractor
Formulated for hot water extraction systems used in steam carpet cleaning. Quickly removes toughest dirt, grime and
grease without harm to fibers. Penetrates deep into pile; safe for carpet backing. Available in: Liquid or Granular

RED OX : Dye and Stain Remover
Effectively and safely removes stubborn color stains such as Kool-aid, soda, orange juice, iodine, etc… from rugs and carpets.

SPOT AWAY : Carpet & Upholstery Spot Remover
Unique inverted spray solvent spotter that removes water and oil based spots and stains from carpets and upholstery.
Eliminates the need for rubbing and scrubbing. Leaves no residue. Will not harm carpet backing or upholstery foam.
Neutralizes odors caused by stains. Excellent pre-spotter prior to carpet extraction.

SPOT SOLV : Non-Flammable Spot Remover
High powered non-flammable solvent that removes oil-based spots and stains from carpet and upholstery. Dissolves
stains caused by grease, oil, paint, make-up, and other oil soluble soils. Dries quickly leaving no residue or ring. Safe
on most carpet fibers, backings, and padding.

SPOT X : Spot & Stain Remover
Removes Spots/Stains from carpets, linen, wallpaper and painted surfaces. Cleans up spots of grease, oil, dirt, soot
and spilled drinks from rugs, carpets and upholstery. Its concentrated spray lifts soil from fibers quickly and easily.
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CHEMSORB CL : Blood, Urine & Vomit Absorbent & Disinfectant
Powder super absorbent with stabalized chlorine to kill germs and deodorize instantly. The fastest and safest material

for the absorption of potentially harmful spills of body fluids, bloodborne pathogens and other hazardous liquids.
Only 8oz CHEMSORB CL will absorb over 5 gallons of liquid. Fast, easy and safe.
CLEAN-UP KIT : For Bloodborne Pathogens
Complete clean-up kit, which complies with OSHA's standard for occupational exposure to bloodborne pathogens. Provides
sanitary clean-up of potentionally infectious blood and body fluid spills. Reduces the risk of HBV and HIV infections. Kit
contains emergency clean-up powder-absorbent, gloves, spatula, germicidal cloth, antiseptic towelette, black disposal
bag, red disposal bag, velcro strips, eyeshield, face mask ,non-skid shoe covers and disposable apron. Required for
public, transportation, medical and childcare facilities.

CONQUER – TBD : Disinfectant
RTU quat, tuberculocidal, clean fragrance. One step ready to use cleaner and disinfectant.

DIS DEO : Disinfectant & Deodorant Spray
Potent bacteriostatic and fungistatic (pathogenic fungi) hospital-type disinfectant. Works on everything from mattresses
to refuse cans to light switches to laundry chutes. Fast-acting, it inhibits return bacterial growth.

DISINFECT ALL : Sanitizing Disinfectant
Highly concentrated, 10% dual quat, dilutes 1 oz to 213 oz of water. No fragrance

FOAMING DIS : Foaming Lemon Scented Disinfectant
Dual quat, lemon fragrance (20 oz aerosol spray cans)

FOOT BATH : Protection Against Athlete’s Foot
Ready to use in tray type and treadle type sprayers.

GERMA KILL : Disinfectant, Deodorant & Cleaner
Concentrated for prophylactic disinfection of hospital equipment and furnishings, even surgical instruments. Effective
against gram positive and gram negative bacteria, Staph, Salmonella, Athlete's foot and others. 1:128 dilution. EPA
registered. Kills AIDS (HIV)qand Herpes Simplex Type I & II viruses as well as others.

HOSPITAL SURFACE DIS : Hospital Surface Disinfectant
Phenolic, fresh and clean fragrance

LEMOCIDE : Disinfectant
4.5% dual quat, 1 :64 ratio, lemon fragrance

ONE STEP : Foaming Disinfectant Cleaner
Ready to use disinfectant/cleaner, sanitizer, fungicide, virucide and deodorant. Broad spectrum activity, including Athlete's
Foot, influenza A/Brazil Virus and Herpes Type I & II. Apply with cloth, mop or mechanical spray. EPA registered. Kills
AIDS (HIV) virus.

PHENOMENAL : Total Release Disinfectant & Malodor Neutralizer Fogger
Kills germs, viruses, bacteria, fungus & eliminates odors in a large area by releasing a volume of product that eliminates
airborne odors as well as odors embedded into walls, carpet, ceiling tiles, rapery, upholstery, etc.

PINE CLEAN 186 : All Purpose Pine Cleaner
High foaming, all purpose cleaner for daily maintenance of floors, walls, and woodwork. Amber color / Pine fresh. Dilute
Ratio 1:30 max

VOBAN : Vomit Control & Absorbent
Absorbent granules quickley take care of vomitus and other obnoxious liquids. Area is left clean, fresh and odor free.
Safe for use on floors, carpets and furniture. Widely used by schools, hospitals, airports and police.
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DISINFECTANTS & GERMICIDALS

ANISHA K : Skin Sanitizer
The portable skin sanitizer, sanitizes hands without water or towel. Ideal for medical and dental personnel, emergency
response team, sewer plant operations, sheriff and police personnel, day care and restaurant staff as well as casino
personnel. Contains ethyl alcohol and special emollients, evaperates quickly, leaving hands sanitized, smooth and
conditioned. Available in 4oz and 8oz bottles.

DRAIN OPENERS & MAINTAINERS

CHEMCO
INDUSTRIES,
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BIOSAFE BACTERIA : Enzyme Based Drain Maintainer
An enzme based drain maintainer and natural deodorizer. It is a complete grease eradication system and is guaranteed
to work. A unique formulation of ultra-concentrated, natural grease eating organisms, called BIOSAFE BACTERIA that
completely digest animal and vegetable fats into environmentally safe carbon dioxide and water. Chemco's automatic
injector system insures constant and measured dosage of BIOSAFE BACTERIA every 24 hours at the predetermined
time when your operation is at its slowest. Great for professional

kitchens and food plants. Eliminates the need for pumping
grease traps and grease pits. Virtually eliminates foul
odors and prevents clogging and backup of drains & sewers.

CHEMCO ZYME : Powdered Enzyme Producing Formulation
Cleans and activates drain lines, grease traps, septic tanks, lagoons
and waste disposal plants; then keeps them open. Bacteria organisms
and four enzyme systems do the work, while microbial nutrients keep
the bacteria working. 5 billion colonies per gram. Non-toxic,
non-caustic and non-corrosive.

DEO MITE : Sulfuric Acid Non-Fuming Drain Opener
The most powerful formula yet developed for drain opening. Heavier
than water, it goes right to the problem area to begin dissolving and
liquifying drain clogging matter. Contians sulfuric acid, but is
non-fuming. Safe on PVC pipes, drains and tiles.

DRAIN MASTER : Granular Drain Opener; X-Ray Drain Opener
Sassafras scented product that cleans and maintains drains. This thermo
chemical drain line maintainer and opener destroys hair, soap scum,
grease and slime and thus eliminates many other debris from becoming
tangled, matted and trapped. Restores drains to full flow. Will not
harm pipes and fittings. Biodegradable.

DRAIN PRO : Drain Maintainer
Ultra strength drain maintainer, prevent and eliminate drain fly from all floor drains, toilets, shower drains, bath tub drains,
chemical & outdoor toilets as well as othe rbreeding areas and food service.

ORANGE SOLV : Citrus Based Cleaner/Degreaser & Drain Maintainer
Heavy duty drain maintainer and degreaser, replaces foul odors with a fresh kiss of citrus. Removes built-up deposits
of food , grease, oil, gum, waxes and tar. Ideal for sinks, toilets, grease traps and floor drains. Also used on

engine blocks, roofing equipment, etc. Totally organic, it will not affect BOD levels; contians no petroleum solvents.

ORANGE SOLV SPECIAL : Citrus Based Cleaner/Degreaser & Drain Maintainer
Cleaner, degreaser and deodorizer with a citrus aroma. It bulldozes through dirt, grease and grime, as well as, deodorizes
the surface. Natures own citrus oils are the special part of ORANGE SOLV SPECIAL's unique concentrated formula.
It can be used for degreasing hard surfaces, as well as, for maintaining trouble free drain lines. It can be diluted up to

64 parts water for most housekeeping chores, such as for cleaning vinyl, formica and aluminum.

X-RAY DRAIN PIPE OPENER : Liquid Drain Pipe Opener for X-ray Laboratories
Formulated for the express purpose of opening and maintaining the drains and pipes in the x-ray laboratories and x-ray
film development facilities of all hospitals and health care institutions.
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AQUA MOP : Water Based Dust Mop Treatment
This homogenous mop dressing with Magna-Pull additive traps and holds dust in your mop or cloth. Pick-up power is
enhanced. Scattering and resetting is minimized. Safe on blinds, furniture, lamps, as well as, on floors.

BONDEX : Floor Sealer
Use BONDEX after stripping to prepare for the finish coat. It's a penetrating transparent sealer that fills pores and provides
a bond between floors and finish coat. Will not discolor, crack or peel. Water resistant.

BRITEX : Buffable Floor Finish
Buffs to an iron-hard, long lasting finish on almost all floor types. Ideal for difficult, heavily-trafficked areas, because it
resists soils, water and heels marks. Slip resistant.

CON CLEAN : Concrete Cleaner & Degreaser
Liquid and powdered heavy-duty cleaner for concrete, asphalt and other hard surfaces. Easy to use, rinses with water.
Strong enough for filling station floor and driveways, parking areas and airport hangars. As a solution, it can be used on
wood and other unfinished floors. Orange granules turn green when wet.

CON SEAL : Concrete Sealer
Seals, shines and waterproofs concrete floors with a hard finish.
Resists chemicals, prolongs concrete life. Available in clear or

colored (red, blue, gray) formulas for natural and painted floors.
DELIME H.D. : Cleaner & Remover of Salt & Ice Melt Residues
It is a heavy duty and non-foaming cleaner for the quick removal of
minerals tracked in from ice melting compounds and rock salt on

floors and hard surfaces.
DRIDEK : Disinfecting Floor Mats
A new invention in floor maintenance. It not only maintains a non-slippery floor, but also kills bacteria, fungus, virus

and other germs for 5 full years. It comes in 7 colors or you can go with a custom color of your choice. Great
for bath floors, shower stalls, other swimming pool areas, gym and physical fitness areas. Comes in 12" squares.
DRIDEK EDGING : Edges for Dridek Floor Mats
Made of the same material as Dridek, except it is for uniform and professional edging for the Dridek floors. Comes in
Dridek matching colors.

DUST MOP FRAME : Clip on Dust Mop Frame
12X15" width - Industry Standard Chrome Finish

EASY OFF : Wax Remover & Stripper
Fast acting cleaner that penetrates to remove all types of waxes,
finishes and polymer build-up. Safe on asphalt, rubber, vinyl,
linoleum, cork, magnetite, terrazzo and even well varnished
wood floorings. Dilute with 10 parts water for normal use,
up to 20 parts for extra economy. Available with or without
ammonia.

ECNO FINISH : Economical Floor Wax
This special blend of sythetic waxes dries in 20-30 minutes to
a waterproof, detergent resistant finish. No buffing required.
Recommended for all floors. Our best buy for easy care.
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FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS

ACRYTHANNE 489 : Durable Floor Finish/Sealant (24% Solids)
Water based finish/sealant for use on concrete, quarry tile, slate, terrazzo, and honed marble. Superior chemical resistance,
non-combustible, and meets high safety and environmental standards. Not recommended for heavy fork-lift traffic areas.
1st coat - 500 sq ft per gallon, 2nd coat - 1500-2000 sq ft per gallon. DRIES IN ONE HOUR!

FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS
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ENHANCE : Mop-On Finish Restorer
This thermoplastic polymer emulsion will heal scratches, repair worn
traffic lanes and revive the overall appearance of your floors without
buildup. The heat activated ingredients become a part of the original
seal and finish foundation resulting in a hard, ultra brilliant surface. Will
not breakdown during high speed buffing, will not powder.

FOAM CLEAN : Heavy Duty Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner
Powerful, heavy duty foam that deep cleans automotive carpet, upholstery,
arm rest, floor mats, and door panels. Removes stains caused by food,
bad weather, smoke, grease, grime, etc. Also effective on vinyl and
convertible tops.

GYM BRITE – 461 (38.5% Solids): Polyurethane Gym Floor Finish
For use on wood or concrete floors. Outstanding durability and chemical resistance. Repels dust and dirt, resist penetration
of soil, grease and moisture. Apply with a lambs wool applicator. DRYING TIME IS ONLY 4 HOURS. COVERS APPROX.
400 SQ. FT PER GALLON. AMBER/MINERAL SPIRITS.

GYM BRITE – 462 (28.5% Solids): Polyurethane Gym Floor Finish
Oil modified urethane with drying agents for sealing concrete and wood floor. Repels dust and dirt, and resists grease
and moisture. Improves floor's appearance and seals against soil penetration. Used to seal both new and old concrete
floors. Seals gymnasium floors, basketball courts, etc. DRYING TIME IS ONLY 4 HOURS. COVERS APPROX. 300 SQ. FT
PER GALLON. AMBER

LAYFLAT COTTON MOP : Cotton Dust Mop
Traditional looped-end cotton dust mop offers high value at a competitive price. The backing is 100% polyester.

LAYFLAT COTTON WET MOP HEAD : Natural Cut-end Saddle Type Cotton Mop Head
Narrow head band construction with cut end. Not recommended for laundering.

LAYFLAT COTTON SYNTHETIC BLEND : Blue Looped End, Saddle Type Mop Head
Blue color ability to hide dirt and the blend's high performance combine for great durability. Tail banded and looped
prevents fraying, linting, and tangling. 5" wide band is vinyl coated mesh.

LAYFLAT DUST MOP ADAPTER : Screw On Dust Mop Adapter
Adapter allows user to use screw on type Layflat handles. The adapter
can be left attached to the dust mop frame for easy cross between wet
and dust applications.

LAYFLAT DUST MOP HANDLE : Screw on Dust Mop Handle
Kiln dried hardwood handles are sanded, buffed and double lacquered.
Salt-water spray tested to insure metal female threads will not rust.
Available in wooden or fiberglass

LAYFLAT TRANSFORMER : New Concept Dust Mop
Made of a special blend of unique fibers with a brushed surface.
Micro fiber characteristics and is launderable. Yields better quality
and reduces work time and cost. SIZE: 18"X5"

LAYFLAT WET MOP HANDLE : Traditional Saddle Type “Wooden” Wet Mop Handles
Loads and Unloads quickly. Use with Layflat saddle type wet mop heads.

LIPO MOP : Oil Based Dust Mop Treatment
Oil based dust mop treatment, used primarily where water based Aqua Mop cannot be used, e.g. in electric and power
plants. Leaves floors shiny, but not slippery.
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ORANGE PRIDE : Citrus Frangrenced Heavy Duty Carpet Cleaner
Heavy duty cleaner, brightener and deodorizer for rugs, carpets, upholstery, automobile interiors, office store and hotel
furnishings. Removes heavy deposits of foods, grease, oil, gum, asphalt, petroleum, waxes and tar residues and leaves
a fresh kiss of citrus fragrence.

POLY STRIP : Economical Wax Stripper
Multi-purpose cleaner, wax stripper and degreaser for all types of floors. Extremely economical with 20:1 dilution for regular
use. POLY STRIP also cleans lockers, kitchen grease, locker room soap scum, etc. in proper dilutions.

PRIDE : Rug Shampoo
A self-renewing heavy bodied creamy white foam works to loosen even deep seated dirt and lift it to the surface. Soil can
be wiped away or vacuumed. Contains no oil, solvents or abrasives.
Safe for all rug fibers. Machine or manual application.

SPRAY BUFF : Floor Care
Ready to use blended wax, polymers and cleaning agents.Easy to use and
economical method of cleaning floors and maintaining them to a high gloss.
Use with buffing machines. Removes scratches, black marks and dirt.

STRIP EASY : Non-Methylene Chloride Floor Stripper
Removes oil and latex based paint, shellac, lacquer, and polyurethane from
a variety of surfaces including wood, and metal. Slow evaporation rate
prevents re-adhesion to surfaces. High flash point (over 100 F), non-toxic
ingredients.

SUPER FINISH : 20% Floor Wax
This scrubbable metallic copolymer finish comes from a new manufacturing
process at Chemco. It keeps crystal clear, free from powdering and yellowing. Leaves a tough film that holds up under
repeated detergent moppings and scrubbings. Resists scuffing and heel marks.

SUPER SUPREME : 30% Floor Wax
Savings of 30% are possible with this metal cross-link formula, because one coat equals two coats of many conventional
finishes. Contains 30% solids. Outstanding depth of gloss, easily maintained with spray buffing. Recommended for all
resilient and hard surface floors.

SUPREME : 22% Floor Wax
Interlocking metallic ions in an acrylic base for long lasting protection and a beautiful finish. The first coat bonds with the
floor and seals it. The second coat gives brightness and durability beyond even two coats of ordinary finish.

SWEEPING COMPOUNDS : Helps Attract & Remove Dust From All Floor Surfaces
Three grades of compound to improve clean-up of all floor types - (A) Oil & Sand type for ordinary wood and cement;
(B) Gritless Oil type for non-waxed linoleum and finished wood, terrazzo, vitreous and mosaic tile; (C) Blended Wax-Base
Grade (no oil, water or sand) for resilient, composition and all waxed floors.

WATERLESS WOOD CLEANER : Professional Wood Cleaner
Formulated to use on wood floors, paneling, doors, etc...Use a floor preparation prior to sealing gym floors.

WAXO SOAP : Wax & Soap Combination
Concentrated cleaner/waxer for vinyl tiles, linoleum, terrazzo, composition and sealed wood floors. Use just 2-3oz. Per

gallon of water for normal soil. It leaves a protective film of wax; buff it for a bright, anti-slip shine.
WOOD BRITE : Waterless Hardwood Floor Cleaner
Low odor, waterless cleaner formulated to restore the natural glow to hardwood floors. Leaves no residue.
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FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS

MOP ON STRIPPER : Fast Acting Wax Stripper
Synthetic blend of penetrating solvents, selective emulsifying alkalis along with wetting and suspending surfectants allows
for a rapid removal of even the toughest build-up of old waxes, acrylic polymer or styrene finishes. It chemically liquifies
and emulsifies all floor finishes and waxes within a few minutes. Simply mop it on and let it work. Within a few minutes,
emulsified waxes and finishes will look light pinkish. It's time to vac and mop it off.

GENERAL & SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
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ABC OXY CLEAN : Granular Multi-Purpose Stain Cleaner
Cleans with the power of oxygen. Formulated to remove coffee, juice, blood, mold, mildew, and other tough organic stains
from laundry, carpets, and more. Odorless!

ABC OXY CLEAN LIQUID : Multi-Purpose Oxy Cleaner & Degreaser
Excellent liquid cleaner, degreaser, and stain remover. Highly biodegradable surfactant system, stabilized hydrogen peroxide
and citrus terpenes. Colorless, citrus fragrance, pH:2.5, VOC compliant.

AERO SOAP DISPENSER : New Foaming Reservoir Style Soap Dispenser
All new sealed cabinet eliminates the risk of cross-contamination - Large plush pad - Easy Viewing of Soap level - Durable
plastic - Easy to open for refilling. Available in: Ivory or Clear.

AQUA SOL : Water Soluble Safety Solvent
Water soluble safety solvent and degreaser for motors, engines and machinery. It effectively breaks grease, fats and oil.
It is non-flammable and gives off no unpleasant odors. It is USDA authorized.

AUTO DISH : Dish Wash - Liquid & Granular
White, chlorinated, free flowing detergent for washing dishes, glassware, plasticware, pots, pans and utensils.
Rinses without streaking or spotting. Controlled foam, built-in water softeners. Highly concentrated, economical.

AUTO RINSE : Commercial Dishwashing Rinse Aid
A high performance rinse for commercial dishwashers. Formulated for use at low temperatures. Helps eliminate water
spots and the need for towel drying. Ideal for schools, hotels, restaurants, etc…

AUTO SANITIZE - Commercial Dishwashing Sanitizer
A highly concentrated chlorine type bactericide, sanitizer and cleaner. Effective in cleaning and sanitizing dishes, glassware,
silverware and other utensils and equipment used in food establishments.

BAG INSERT DISPENSER : Reservoir Style Soap Dispenser
All new sealed cabinet eliminates the risk of cross-contamination - Large plush pad - Easy Viewing of Soap level - Durable
plastic - Easy to open for refilling. Available in: Ivory.

BOARDEX : Chalk Board Cleaner
The solution for cleaning slate and composition chalkbaords. Removes all film and chalk dust without smearing or staining.
Treats erasers to hold down chalk dust.

C.R.T. SPRAY : Computer Screen Cleaner
Anti-static cleaner and coating that safely removes fingerprints, and smudges from CRT computer display screens. Leaves
the surface treated with an invisible dust repellent film. Contains an optical ingredient that fills in scratches eliminating
surface distortion while reducing eye fatigue.

CAULK SEAL : Elastic Weatherproof Caulk & Sealant
Ideal for use wherever a strong permanently elastic weatherproof caulk, sealant or adhesive is needed. Designed to seal
non-porous surfaces around ceramic tile, cultured marble, showers, tubs, sinks, machinery, heating and ventilation duct work,
plumbing fixtures, electrical connections, and low-pressure water and drain lines. Bonds nameplates, machinery flanges,
glass, signs, electrical insulation, etc. Temperature resistant. Remains flexible and will not shrink, crack, crumble pr dry
out. Note: White (CHEM11807) contains a mildewicide to help resist mildew growth. Available in: White or Clear

CENTER PULL DISPENSER : Facility Wipe Dispenser
Use facility wipes CHEM-A 1574

CHEM BRITE : High pH Industrial Cleaner
Environmentally safe cleaner-degreaser. Non-flammable and safe replacement for solvents used in parts cleaning operation.
Can be used for heavy duty degreasing in dip tanks as well as light cleaning in and around manufacturing plants, assembly,
office and ship areas. USDA authorized.

CITRUS BLAST: Natural Citrus Based Organic Cleaner & Degreaser
Removes oil, grease, sludge, tar, asphalt, gum, glue adhesive, decals, printing ink and crayon from hard surfaces like:
trucks, cars, oilers, engine blocks, garbage trucks, dumpsters, concrete and road equipments. Natural product with high
pressure aerosol spray to blast away, loosen and lift grease, grime, tar and the toughest dirt. Biodegradable.
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It contains no petroleum distillates, no free alkalis and no organic halides. It cuts through tough grease like magic.
It is biodegradable and safe to the environment and may be flushed down the drain with no harmful effects. It
destroys odors and imparts a fresh orange scent.
CLEAR VISION : Computer Screen & CRT Cleaner
Specifically formulated to clean computer and video display terminals, this anti-static, anti-fog, anti-dust, anti-scratch fluid
can be used on any glass, acrylic or polycarbonate surface where glare reduction is needed.

COMMAND : Heavy Duty Alkaline Degreaser
Water soluble and non-flammable with powerful cleaners to instantly dissolve and emulsify fat, grease, wax, dirt, grime
and tire marks from metal (oven and grill), concrete and brick. USDA authorized. High foaming.

COMMAND L.F. : Low Foam Degreaser
Command in low foam formulation for floor cleaning and machine scrubbing in food and manufacturing plants, warehouse
and shop areas.

COMMANDER : Foaming Degreaser - Economical
Command in economical formulation for price conscious buyers.

CROW CLEAN : Baseboard Cleaner & Wax Remover
A foaming stripping cleaner for baseboards and vertical surfaces. Removes soil and caked-up wax fast, with the strong
action of caustic potash.

CRYSTAL CLEAR : Cleaner & Brightener
A safe way to clean & brighten all crystals, chandeliers, plastic, glass, light fixtures, lacquered metal & painted surfaces.

DELIME : Lime Remover
Cleans, descales and brightens food serving equipment. A non-foaming, acid-based liquid formula for quick, easy removal
of mineral deposits, alkaline food soils, hard water film. Excellent for lime and milk stone removal.

DISH GLO : Hand Dishwashing Compound
A new dishwashing liquid from chemco, formulated to clean dishes thoroughly at an unbelievably low cost. Yet it gets at
all the grease and sticky foods, lifting them from dishes, flatware and glassware. Recommended where dish volume is
high and the budget is tight.

DUST X : Moisture Free Canned Air Duster
A high pressure, moisture free gas duster that is nonflammable when used as directed. Excellent for removing microscopic
dirt and dust. Attaching tube enables reaching remote cracks and crevices. Plastic safe, non-abrasive and leaves no residue.
Use on electronic and high tech components, and many other components.

DUST X NF : Non-Flammable Canned Air Duster
High pressure, moisture free, dusting aid that blows microscopic dirt, dust and other contaminants from sophisticated
electronic parts. Excellent for hard-to-reach areas. Ozone safe formula is completely nonflammable. Includes extension
tubes for easier application to remote areas.

DYNASOL : Safety Solvent Degreaser
Industrial cleaning solvent, powerful degreaser, dries quickly
and leaves the surface residue free. It is non-flammable,
non-conductive up to 29,000 volts and does not contain any
ozone depleting compounds. This is a highly concentrated
solvent designed to remove dirt, grease, oil and grime from
metallic and non-metallic surfaces, as well as, electric motors
(even while running), electronic equipment, ignition systems,

typewriters, computers, generators and power tools.
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CITRUS SOLV : D-Lemonine Based Natural Cleaner/Degreaser
Natural orange oil, degreaser and deodorizer. Removes grease, oil, tar, crayon, gum, adhesives, decals and printing ink.

GENERAL & SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
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EASY CLEAN : All Purpose Cleaner
A powerful, versatile cleaner and degreaser for the cost-conscious. Used for general cleaning in schools, plants,

hospitals, public buildings; for removing mineral deposits; for stripping wax build-up from floors. Even cleans
glass shower stalls. Dilute per instructions for each task. Also usable as a scrub soap.
ECO CHOICE CAN LINERS
Reprocessed resin meet stringent standards. High performance with excellent puncture and tear resistant qualities.
Flat folded for convenient single bag dispensing. Available in: 4-gal 1,000 count (clear), 20-30 gal 250 count (black),
33-gal 150 count (black)

ENVIRO CHEM : Non-Caustic, Non-Acid, Cleaner/Degreaser
Uniquely formulated aqueous solution of surfectants, silicates, emulsifiers, wetting agents and synthetic penetrants to
effectively remove heavy deposits of oil, grease, lubricants, baked on carbons, soot, ink, gums, resins, waxes, graphite,
dyes, loose and fresh paints from any washable hard surfaces. Non-toxic, non-flammable, non-corrosive, heavy duty
and concentrated. USDA authorized. It has passed the biodegradability test conducted by an independent laboratory
approved by General Services Administration (GSA).

E.C. CLEANER : Heavy Duty Equipment Cleaner
Penetrates & removes concrete, lime, mineral deposits from equipment, concrete forms and all hard surfaces.

FAST & EASY : Oven Cleaner
Removes heavy baked on grease and carbonized soil deposits on grills, ovens, fryers and other kitchen equipment
including stainles steel. Formulated for hard-to-clean institutional ovens and cooking utensils. Works extremely well
on outdoor barbecue grills, both gas and charcoal. Home ovens and pots and pans are cleaned easily, with far less
effort than with conventional cleaners. Shines stainless steel to look like new. DO NOT USE ON ALUMINUM.

FAST & EASY GEL : Oven Cleaner Gel
Fast acting. Spray on and clean off baked on grease, food and carbon. Unique viscous gel formulation combines the
chemical effects of mixed long and short chain polymeric thickeners. When sprayed or brushed it produces a viscous
gel with a physical structure that grips the surface, allowing the active ingredients to cut through and chemically loosen
the carbonized residue. Ecellent for ovens, grills, hoods, rotisseries and drip pans.

FOAM A SEAL : Expandable Insulating Foam Sealant Spray
Dispenses a one-part liquid urethane foam that expands 200% to 300% and cures to a durable hard insulating foam
sealant. Fills cracks and holes that caulk cannot. Forms an air tight, water resistant, and weather resistant bond on
surfaces such as masonry, wood, metal, glass, tile, and most plastics. Prevents energy escape. Prevents the entrance
of insects and rodents. Dries tack-free in 15-30 minutes and cures completely in 8 -24 hours depending on humidity.

FOAM SOAP DISPENSER : Reservoir Style Bag Insert Soap Dispenser
All new sealed cabinet eliminates the risk of cross-contamination - Large plush pad - Easy Viewing of Soap level - Durable
plastic - Easy to open for refilling. NEW FOAM DISPENSER MODEL. Available in Black.

GASKET MAKER : RTV Silicone Sealant/Adhesive
Can be used on metal, glass, porcelain, ceramics, wood, rubber and most paint and plastics. As an instant gasket maker,
this product replaces a wide range of cork, paper, asbestos, felt and metal gaskets. This product has excellent adhesive
characteristics, high chemical resistance and will not sag or shrink. Multi-Colors: Red withstands temperature of 600°F
and others to 500°F and pressures up to 350 PSI. Virtually unaffected by: chemical deteriation, extreme weather,
temperature, or aging. Low volatile, safe on oxygen sensors and meets GM and many OEM specifications.
Available in Blue, Red, Black or Clear

GOODBY STAIN & MARK ERASER PADS : Multi-purpose – All-in-one Scrub Pad
This unique scrub pad contains all properties to be safely used in environmentally restrictive areas where chemicals
and VOC are a concern, while harnessing both the power and longevity to clean almost all applications. Quickly removes
crayon, ink, marker, lipstick, tea, coffee, soap scum, scuff-marks, hard water spots, wine stains, rust spots and carbon
residue. Use on any hard surfaces such as glass, vinyl, leather, plastics, brass, chrome, and copper.

GRAFFIX : Powerful Graffiti Remover
Powerful solvent cleaner for removing ink, paint, marker, etc...
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GUM ELIMINATOR : Spray on Gum Remover
Instant freeze spray that embrittles chewing gum and wax for easy
removal from carpets, hard flooring, and other surfaces. Will not discolor
carpet fibers, harm carpet backing, or soften tile. Also, excellent for use
under tables and chairs. Safe for areas with little or no air movement.
Includes extension tubes for easier application to remote areas.

GUM ELIMINATOR NF : Non-Flammable Gum Remover
Ozone safe, instant freeze spray that embrittles chewing gum and wax
for easy removal from carpet and hard flooring. Will not discolor carpet
fibers, harm carpet backing, or soften tile. Also excellent for use under tables and chairs. Safe for use in areas with
little or no air movement. Includes extension tubes for easier application to remote areas.

HELLO : Floor Scrubbing Soap
This industrial-strength cleaner, solventized for fast work, may be used on cement, quarry tile, terrazzo, plastic and metal
surfaces. It removes grease, oil, ink, gum and soap scum and degreases kitchen surfaces. Non-toxic and non-flammable;
approved for use in meat packing plants. Can be used with scrubbing machines.

HIGH SHINE : Stainless Steel Cleaner
Cleans, protects and beautifies stainless steel and other hard surfaces. Ideal for chrome, plastic, painted metal, porcelain
and enameled surfaces. This water emulsion compound cleans surfaces and leaves a beautiful protective finish that resists
dirt, smudges and fingerprints.

KLEENZOL : All Purpose Neutral Cleaner Concentrate
KLEENZOL LOW FOAM : Low Foam Kleenzol
KLEENZOL RTU : Kleenzol Ready To Use
No scrubbing, no rinsing because KLEENZOL contains no soap, ammonia or acid. It's a time saving, labor saving, money
saving cleaner for any surface not harmed by water. Can be diluted 1:100. Use for area cleaning or spot cleaning - even
on carpets and upholstery. Biodegradable. USDA approved.

LEATHER SHINE : Leather Cleaner & Conditioner
Mousse-like foam that cleans leather surfaces of damaging body oils, grime, and ball-point pen ink. Working foam into
leather restores body and moisture. Leaves a water repellant treatment that lets leather breathe. Leaves cleaned area
with a like new leather fragrance.

LEMON LUSTER : Lemon Oil Furniture Polish
Cleans, polishes, dusts and leaves a protective water resistant finish. Lemon oil is the magic ingredient. Use sparingly
and polish immediately with a soft cloth. This formula is excellent for fine furniture.

MIGHTY GREEN : Non-Acid, Non-Caustic Cleaner/Degreaser
Non-flammable, non-toxic, non-acid, non-caustic, biodegrable and heavy duty degreaser. Chemco's answer to SIMPLE
GREEN. Safe and effective replacement for solvents used in parts cleaning operations. Cuts hazardous waste removal
and insurance costs. Can be used in dip or soak tanks, automotive scrubbers, steam cleaners and pressure washers
to clean aircraft, truck, bus, railroad and highway equipment.

NATURE SOLV : All Natural Cleaner/Degreaser
Concentrated non-butyl cleaner and degreaser. Completely new formulation, which provides a strong but natural cleaning

power without the use of hazardous butyl (diethylene glycol monobutyl ether or EB) strong alkalies (sodium or
pottassium hydroxide), alcohols (normal or isopropyl) or any member of the petroleum distillate family. Non
flammable and non-fuming cleaning product completely emulsifies grease, grime and oil leaving no residues.
Contains built in rust inhibitors. Harmless on floors, walls, equipment, vinyl, rubber, formica and painted surfaces.
NUTRA CLEAN : Phosphate Free Neutral Cleaner
Safe on all surfaces including aluminum. Low pH excellent for resilient floors. No harsh or abrasive ingredients. Works
well in hard water. Dilute Ration: 1:128
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GENERAL & SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

GUM AWAY : Non-Freon Freezing Type Gum Remover
Easily removes gum and wax from carpet, upholstery, floors, furniture,
walls, etc...
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PAN SEAL : Convector Pan Seal
A non-chlorinated, rubberized, flexible spray on coating designed to seal out rust and corrosion while repairing leaks in
metal and plastic condensation drain pans.

PARTS PROTECT : Metal Armor Protection For Parts
Flexible, semi-hard, dirt resistant, long lasting, anti-rust and anti-corrosion film. Protects metals from exposure to weather,
high humidity, chemical fumes, and salt spray. Can easily be removed when necessary. For use on oil rigs, metal molds
and in industrial plants.

PERMA BOND : Spray Adhesive
Pressure sensitive, high solids adhesive provides either a temporary or permanent bond. Utilizes a webbing type spray
pattern that is water white. Use to reseal headliners, carpeting, upholstery, door panels, and trunk seals.

PIPE SEAL : Cold Pipe Insulation
White aerosol insulating sealant that prevents condensation and sweating on cold water pipes, condensers, valves, and
pipe fittings. Stops damage caused by dripping water. Can be painted over when dry. Provides excellent repair for wrap
around type insulation. Non-flammable when dry. For use in HVAC, refrigeration, and industrial plants. (20 OZ CN)

PRESS DISPENSER : Press Pump Dispenser
Press pump dispenser for use on one gallon bottles.

PROTECT : Protective Spray for Glass & Plexiglass
Cleans and protects glass and much more - plexiglass, chrome, leather, tile, auto finishes, vinyl, formica, etc. Protects
surfaces from dust, dirt, smudges and smears. Odorless and safe; effective in hot or cold weather.

PROTECTO : Surface Protectant
Cleans, polishes, protects, removes fingerprints, smudges, grease marks, stains. Leaves a hard protective water resistant,
dust free finish on all types of surfaces; tabletop. Chrome, stainless steel, brass, plastic, formica, ceramic and plastic tile,
vinyl and leatherette upholstery.

PROTECTOR : Vinyl Protection Dressing
Wipe on vinyl, plastic, rubber, leather, etc. Protects and beautifies.

REFILLABLE BOTTLE SOAP DISPENSER : Reservoir Style Soap Dispenser 1000ML
Convenient to refill. Economical to maintain. Great for work-shops, print shops, and auto repair facilities. Durable Plastic
Easy to Open to Refill.

RENEW : Acoustical Tile Restorer
Durable white clay based coating that covers that covers unsightly ceiling tile stains caused by water damage, smoke, and
soil discoloration. Unlike paint, RENEW does not change the acoustical properties of the ceiling tile. Effective on both
smooth and rough tile surfaces. Includes special vertical application actuator that enables you to spray without removing
the tile. Spray around A/C vents, sprinkler heads or in corners. Ideal for use in office buildings, schools, hospitals, nursing
homes and apartment buildings.

SEAL IT PATCH : Roof Sealant
Super durable coating used to fill in and patch around flashings gutters, vent pipes and roofing material seams. Stays flexible
in variable weather conditions. Portable, convenient aerosols easy to apply evenly, and eliminates messy cleanup and waste.

SHEELA SHINE : Furniture Polish with Beeswax & Mink Oil
Old time paste wax gloss and protection with the modern convenience of aerosol application. Contains real beeswax to
restore color and revive lustre. Use on any finished surface to remove dust, fingerprints and stains.

SHEELA TOUCH : Furniture Polish with Silicone
A cleaner and brilliant polish with lemon oil and silicone. Good for all wood surfaces, light or dark. Also adds shine to

plastic surfaces and table tops.
SHINY TOUCH : Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish
Specially formulated for cleaning and protecting stainless steel. This versatile cleaner also works on chrome, porcelain,
formica, plastic, tile, varnished and enameled surfaces. Heavily used in office building elevators and washrooms.
Comes in: Water Based, Solvent Based or Food Grade.
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Good for enamel surfaces, tile and chrome. Removes film, scum, soil, smudges and bugs.
SPARKLE AM : Glass Cleaner with Ammonia
The cleaning power of Sparkle and a little more…the extra strength of ammonia where it is needed. For all glass surfaces.

SPARKLE CONCENTRATE : Glass Cleaner Concentrate
This is a concentrated product and can be diluted with ten parts of water to clean glass, windows, mirrors, showcases
and windshields without leaving any film or smudges.

SPARKLE NA : Glass and Window Cleaner
The Sparkle formula in a non-aerosol spray bottle for the most economical use. Just aim and squeeze to release its
cleaning, shining power. With or without ammonia.

SUB ZERO : Freezer and Locker Cleaner
Ready to use super hard working wall and floor cleaner for use in cold storage and all sub-freezing areas. Resist freezing
to 40°F. Upon contact, immediately starts to dissolve and suspend grease, grime and frozen soils. Aids in melting ice
formations. Formulated for use with automatic scrubbers. Can be used on concrete, quarry tile, metal and ceramic surfaces.

SURFA BLEND : Non-Butyl Cleaner & Degreaser
Safe to use in areas where products containing butyl have been found unacceptable.

SY-76 : Laundry Detergent
This laundry compound is ideal for institutional use. Its controlled suds, anti-redeposition agent and optical brighteners
combine to clean most kids of fabrics. Lemon scented, concentrated, powder or liquid. Use just 2-3 oz per load.

TARNISH AWAY : Tarnish Remover
Non-acid, non-abrasive, foaming aerosol tarnish remover and polish. Restores the original luster to brass, copper, stainless
steel, bronze, chrome, and aluminum. Leaves a residual film that helps prevent re-tarnishing. Fortified with natural citrus
oils for increased cleaning power, surface brilliance and a fresh citrus scent.

TOUCHLESS BAG-N-BOX DISPENSER : Automatic Soap Dispenser 800ML
All new sealed cabinet eliminates the risk of cross-contamination - Large plush pad - Easy Viewing of Soap level - Durable
plastic - Easy to open for refilling. Available in Ivory.

TOUGH COAT : Chemically Reactive Equipment Release Agent for Concrete
Specially formulated to meet the demanding requirements in any climatic environment. Complies with local, state
and federal V.O.C. and air quality control regulations. Provides maximum performance on the widest range of
equipment materials: steel, aluminum, plastic, fiberglass and all types of wood.

VANDALEX : Vandal Mark Remover for Flat Surfaces
Contains blended solvents needed to remove unwanted markings - crayos, ball-point and marking pen ink, aerosol paints,

grease pens, even tar - from public places. Harmless to most surfaces. Pretesting recommended.
VANDALEX GL : Gel Vandal Mark Remover for Vertical Surfaces
The graffiti-removing power of Vandalex in a gel formula that clings and coats vertical surfaces to overcome the most
stubborn markings. Safe on most building materials, but should be pretested in hidden area.

VICTOR M-7 MOUSE TRAP : Professional Mouse Trap
Standard spring trap with clear grain, non-war ping wood base and four way trigger release. 72 traps per bag.

WELCOME : All Purpose Dusting and Polishing Product
A lemon oil spray cleaner, polisher and deodorant. For furniture and wood polishing, spray it on and wipe with a
clean, dry cloth. For deodorizing a room for up to 24 hours, spray this remarkable product on the air vent or gently in the air.

WINK CLEANER : Pine Oil Cleaner
Used for general cleaning and maintenance operations where a residual pine scent is desired.
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SPARKLE : Glass Cleaner
Its name says it - windows, mirrors, showcases sparkle like diamonds after they are cleaned with this foaming cleaner.
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ASPHALT PATCH : Asphalt Patching Compound
This all-weather patching compound repairs chuckholes, cracks and ruts in blacktop paving quickly and durably. It's ready
to use. It also forms a tough bond to withstand temperature changes, heavy traffic, frost and road salt.

BIO TRIM : Non-Selective Aquatic Weed Killer
A breakthrough product for control of aquatic weeds and algae in lakes, lagoons, drainage ditches and canals. Fast-acting
on weeds and grasses, when used as directed it will not harm fish nor will it sterilize soil. May also be used on land
vegetation where selectivity is not required.

CHEM THAW : Granular Ice Melt
A salt-free compound for melting ice and snow from driveways, walks and stairways. It begins melting immediately, ten
times faster than salt, because its 99% active "hot stuff". Will not harm concrete and leaves no residue, when used as directed.

CHEMCO GREEN : Liquid Fertilizer
A balanced liquid plant food with 16% nitrogen, 4% phosphorus and 4% potash. Under normal conditions, it will provide
lawns, ornamentals and golf courses with all the nutrients they need for safe, healthy growth.

CONCRETE PATCH : Concrete Patching Compound
Latex-type filler with silicones, mixes with liquid latex to fill and smooth rough, cracked or pitted concrete, masonry, brick
or stone. Self-bonding, permanent. Natural concrete color. One can covers 100 sq. ft. @ 1/16" thickness.

CONTACT KILL : Liquid Contact Weed Killer
This new herbicidal kills all plant growth by rapid absorption through the leaves. But it becomes inactive when it contacts
the soil, so it does no permanent harm. Though non-selective, it will not harm plants if it does not touch their leaves.

CRACK FILL : Asphalt Crack Filler
A rubberized crack filler specially compounded of asphalt emulsion and selected fillers. It's formulated to fill cracks and
expansion joints up to 1/4" wide. Use it just as it comes.

HYVAR XL HERBICIDE : Water Soluble Herbicide
A water soluble herbicide to be mixed in water and applied as a spray for weed control in non-crop and industrial sites.
Use full strength or diluted. Provides residual control of many weeds at low rate and perennial weeds and brush at a higher
rate. Use only as directed.

MELTS AWAY : Liquid Ice Melt
A liquid ice melter, is harmless to concrete and asphalt. It works by lowering the freezing point of water. It can also be
used as a preventive step when snow or freezing rain is expected. Safe for use in sewage plants, as it contains no harsh
heat-generating chemicals.

PERMA GRAN : Granular Soil Sterilant and Weed Killer
The total weed and vegetation killer in a granular bromacil formula. It gives complete soil sterilization for a year or more.
Use any time for effective control of vegetation around buildings, sign posts, utility poles, guard rails and fences; in street
cracks and culverts and under grandstands.

SAFE STEP : Granular Ice Melting Compound
A blend of safe ingredients and will not harm concrete, grass, shrubs or trees. Safe to handle, it won't burn or irritate
skin or leave a messy, oily residue. Has a one-of-a-kind ice breaking agent that penetrates ice fast and keeps from refreezing.

TREMEC CLASSIC HERBICIDE : Board Leaf Herbicide
Controls weeds in cool and warm season turf grasses. Use on turf areas and lawns around institutions and residential
and domestic sites. Use only as directed.

WEED BE GONE : Aerosol Weed Killer
Convenient and handy aerosol can to kill unwanted weeds and grass. Long lasting residual action.

WEED O KILL : Soil Sterilant and Weed Killer, RTU
Multi-part formulation kills existing weeds and grass within 6 hours. Works through leaves, stems, stalks and roots for
complete localized plant kill and soil sterilization. Used widely in cities, counties and the private sector. Can be applied
any time (except when the ground is frozen).

WEED X : Soil Sterilant & Weed Killing Concentrate
Provides non-selective vegetation kill over large areas. Concentrated (dilution 1:10 with water), so it is very economical
to use. Most effective when applied during or just after plant emergence, especially when followed by normal rainfall to
carry chemicals to roots.
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BARRIER CREAM : Skin Protectant Cream
An irritation preventative cream to be applied before contact with paint, grease and oil, chemicals and solvents. Ir gives
an "all-day" invisible greaseless film of protection, while emollients help soothe chapped skin. Washes away with soap
and water, taking dirt and irritants with it.

BLUE PEARL : Pearlized Lotion Body Soap
Lotionized body wash and hair shampoo. Beautiful pearl-like appearance, pleasantly scented and lotion-rich. Gives
bathroom a "Touch of Class". Available in color and fragrance of your choice if ordered in quantity.

CITRUS SMOOTHIE : Citrus Hand Cleaner
Waterless hand cleaner. Quickly removes tough grime with or without water. All natural. No petroleum solvents. It uses
the power of orange peel extracts to lift and remove the most stubborn dirt and grease. Fortified with lanolin and other
special emollients to prevent chapping and keeps hands soft and comfortable. Available with or without grit or pumice.

FOAMY MANGO : Mango Scented Foaming Hand Soap
High lathering, anti-microbial hand soa with a plesant mango fragrance.

HAND SMOOTHIE : Waterless Hand Cleaner
HAND SMOOTHIE GEL : Waterless Hand Cleaning Gel
HAND SMOOTHIE LIQUID : Waterless Hand Cleaner
This waterless hand cleaner liquifies grime and penetrates pores to remove hard-to-get-dirt, while it leaves lanolin-based
skin protected. Removes grease, ink, tar, oil, paint and many other stains without harsh solvents. Also available in
antiseptic liquid formulation; and with or without grit.

INSTANT BANDAGE : Medicated Spray Bandage
Provides instant medication and pain relief for minor cuts, burns and abrasions. A clear plastic bandage helps prevent
infection, lets air pass through to promote healing. Used in hospitals, schools, workout clubs, swimming pools and factories.

INVISIBLE GLOVE : Invisible Protective Emollient Foam
Formulated to help protect skin from hash solvents, paints, resins, chemicals, fiberglass fibers, epoxy, inks, dyes, and
other forms of dirt and grime. Moisturizes as it protects skin with Aloe Vera and Lanolin. Allows skin to flex and breathe
while being protected. Use under gloves to protect against latex sensitivity. Keeps hands from drying and cracking.
Cannot wash off without soap. Pleasant fragrance.

MEDICATED HAND SOAP : Hand Soap - Antibacterial
Mild, creamy, lotionized hand cleaner containing natural hand soaps, a broad spectrum bacteriostat, aloe vera, lanolin
and moisturizers. Provides excellent antibacterial activity and leaves skin feeling smooth and soft. Recommended for
use by health care, day care, food service and law enforcement professionals, as well as, others who come in contact
with disease causing pathogens of all kinds.

PEARLY WHITE : Hand and Body Soap
It is an all purpose, anti-chap, lotion rich and pleasantly scented lotionized hand soap with pearl like white appearance.

PINK PEARL : Hand and Body Soap
The same as Pearly White just with a pearl-like pink color.

PUMICE CLEAN : Pumice Citrus Hand Cleaner
Petroleum solvent free, pH balanced citrus hand cleaning
lotion with finely ground pumice. Fortified with five skin
conditioners and a bacteristat to help keep hands
moisturized, smooth and soft, yet strong enough to
exfoliate and dissolve grease, paint, inks, and many
other hard to remove soils.
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ABC BORAX : Granular Hand Soap with Lanolin
High sudsing, 100% soluable powder soap designed to clean, without irritation. Removes grime, carbon, ink, paint, oil,
and grease. Will not clog drains. Contains lanolin to leave hands spotless and clean. Ideal for workshops, print shops,
and auto repair facilities. Citrus fragrance.

HAZ-MAT ABSORBENTS
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SCENTA LATHER 20% : Coconut Hand Soap
SCENTA LATHER 40% : Coconut Hand Soap
Refined coconut oil gives it extraordinary softness and a pleasant scent.
Blended oils and wetting agents give it a foam feel and skin-soothing
action. Contains no harsh abrasives or solvents. Comes in 20%
and 40% solutions for economy or extra cleaning strength.

SKIN CLEAN : Waterless Foaming Hand Cleaner
Portable aerosol that dispenses a sanitary foam hand cleaner. Removes
dirt, ink, paint, carbon and more from hands and skin without the need
of water. Intensified with lanolin and aloe vera to smooth and restore
moisture to dried skin. Pleasant fragrance.

SURFACTANT : Wetting Agent, Makes Water Wetter
Specially formulated for the express purpose of increasing the effectiveness of water based agricultural chemicals like
weed-killers, pesticides and fertilizers. Helps break the surface tension of water and thus helps chemicals penetrate
into soil quickly for less run off and waste. Makes water wetter and assures even and thorough coverage of foliage and
soil.

TOPICAL ANESTHETIC : Local Spray Anesthesia & Pain Reliever
A medicated spray for quick relief of surface pain and itching, such as cuts, burns, sunburn, insect bites and poison ivy.
Formulated for hospitals, schools, training facilities, factories, restaurant kitchens and hotels.

TOTAL BODY SHAMPOO : Body Wash
Concentrated blend of amides and coconut oils, emollients and skin conditioners. Completely pH balanced and neutral
and can be used on hair, scalp and whole body safely. Rinses completely leaving the hair manageable and body soft
and fresh.

ABSORBENT BOOMS : Oil Only Booms
For use on petroleum and/or hydrocarbon-based liquids. Contain oil spills on land or water. Non-shedding, filled
with Polypropylene. Booms link together to form an absorbent barrier. Inner full-length rope provides strength for
deploying and retrieval. Repels water, floats when fully saturated with oil. Absorbs 75 gallons.
Available in: Many sizes (please see your WYK booklet)

ALL-IN-ONE SPILL KIT : Oil, Acids, Bases & Toxic Chemical Spills
Ideal for service and mobile use. Sorbents are readily available and easily stowed away under or behind the seat of
a vehicle. Kit contains 4ea Sorbent Socks (4'), 7ea Sorbent Pads, 2ea Cartons of Super Sorbent, and 2ea Disposal
Bags. Absorbs 6 gallons. (6.5 gal screw top pail)

HAZ-MAT DRIP PAN KIT : Universal Haz-Mat Drip Pan
Square, heavy duty polyethylene drip pan (3 ea), with highly absorbent replaceable Haz-Mat pillows (12 ea). Catches
and holds liquids from leaks and drips. Each pillow absorbs 1/2 gallon of liquid.

PORTABLE SPILL KIT – DUFFLE BAG : Oil, Acids, Bases & Toxic Chemical Spills
Ideal for service vehicles and mobile use. Sorbents are readily available and easily stowed away under or behind
the seat of a vehicle. Kit contains 2ea Sorbent Socks (4'), 5ea Sorbent Pads, 2ea Cartons of Super Sorbent, and 2 ea
Disposal Bags. Absorbs 4 gallons. WEATHERPROOF TOTE

PORTABLE UNIVERSAL HAZ-MAT CART : All Weather Mobile Quick Cart
Mobile spill response carts are ideal for use on chemicals, acids, bases, oils, solvents, and toxic liquids. Eliminates the
need to make a decision during emergencies. Safe on all liquids except hydrofluoricacid (HF). Kit contains 10ea
4' chemical socks, 25ea 15X19" chemical pads, 3 cartons of AcidSafe Neutralizing Sorbent, 12ea cartons of Super
Sorbent, 10ea large disposal bags, 1ea screw top 5 gallon pail, 1ea scrub brush w/telescopic handle, 1ea two-piece
non-sparking shovel, 1ea (100 ft) yellow caution tape, and 1ea deluxe personal protection kit (splash goggles, gloves,
apron, booties, shipping labels, face shield, chemical boots, and chemical coveralls. Absorbs 21 gallons.
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SORBENT SOCKS : Universal Haz-Mat Sorbent Socks
Quick acting, high capacity . Absorbs liquids on contact. Non-biodegradable, inert mineral for all liquids except hydrofluoric
or HF Compounds. Exceeds EPA landfill rules. Passes paint filter and TCLP tests. Absorbs 14 times their weight. ASORBS
10 GAL. Available in: Many sizes (please see your WYK booklet)

SUPER SORBENT POWDERS : Lightweight, High-Capacity Haz-Mat Powder
Absorbs 10 times more liquid than clay products. Exceeds EPA landfill rules; passes Paint Filler & TCLP tests.
Non-corrosive, non-toxic and non-flammable. Non-biodegradable and inert. 1 3/4 lb Shaker Carton. Absorbs 7 gallons.
Available in: Many sizes (please see your WYK booklet)

WALL MOUNT SPILL KIT : Wall Mounted Emergency Spill Kit
Designed for has environments. Baked on enamel metal cabinet will last for years. Simply restock the contents as needed.
Each kit contains 6ea 750ml Lab Pillows, 5ea Sorbent Pads, 2ea Cartons of Super Sorbent, 2ea Disposal Bags, 1 ea Mini
Broom & Dustpan and 1ea Personal Protection Kit (Slash Goggles, Gloves, Apron, Booties, Shipping Labels). ABSORBS
4 GALLONS

BIO SYSTEM 977 : Oil & Fuel Spill Cleanup
Liquid bacteria Hydrocarbon degrader. Contains organism that will degrade gasoline, diesel fuel, crude oil, benzene,
toluene, ethyl benzene, and xylene. Optimum for cleaning hard surfaces contaminated with petroleum products.

BLANKET & ROLLER WASH : Printing Equipment Cleaner
For quick and easy cleaning of printing equipment. Available in a variety of blends.

C.D. DISINFECTANT : Disinfectant Cleaner
4.5% dual quat, 1: 64 mix ratio, no fragrance

CDC ANTI-CLOG : Air Conditioning Tablets
Controls growth of slime forming bacteria which are the major cause of drain blockages. Cleans condensate drain
and pan automatically. It is a preventative maintenance product for air conditioning condensate and refrigeration system.

CHEM SOLV : High Performance Solvent & Degreaser
A professional grade, colorless degreaser that is used to clean grease, tar, wax, adhesives or oil. Safe on all
types of equipment. CHEM SOLV is ideal for cleaning precision instruments and electric motors while they are in use.

CHEMCO ORANGE : Citrus Based Degreaser & Cleaner
High potency citrus based cleaner & degreaser specifically designed to clean electrical motors, engines, engine
parts, machinery, equipment tools, etc. The perfect replacement for harsh and harmful chemicals.

COIL X (AEROSOL) : Coil Cleaner
COIL X (ACID) : Coil Cleaner
COIL X (ALKALINE) : Coil Cleaner
COIL X (NEUTRAL) : Coil Cleaner
A hydrodynamic (that means it works with water so you don't
work very hard) cleaner and deodorizer for air conditioners,
coolers, etc. Spray it on condenser coils to clean and improve
performance; spray it on filters to trap airborne dust and
germs; dip filters to clean them.
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ASCB # 1 : Aluminum and Stainless Cleaner/Brightener
This heavy-duty cleaner/brightener restores aluminum and stainless steel to a like new luster. Apply it with a brush,
then hose it off. Oxidation, corrosion, grease and dirt are gone and oxidation-preventing film remains.

HAZ-MAT ABSORBENTS

SORBENT PILLOWS : Universal Haz-Mat Sorbent Pillows
Quick acting, high capacity. Absorbs liquids on contact. Non-biodegradable, inert mineral for all liquids except hydrofluoric
or HF Compounds. Exceeds EPA landfill rules. Passes paint filter and TCLP tests. Absorbs 14 times their weight. ASORBS
4 GAL. Available in: Many sizes (please see your WYK booklet)
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COIL X BLAST : Coil Cleaner
This high performance product offers maximum cleaning and degreasing from an aerosol coil cleaner. The high solvency
formula quickly and easily liquefies dirt, grease, oil or other residue and deposits while the blasting nozzle powerfully
seperates the undesirable materials from the surface.

DEGREASER FOAM : H.D. Industrial Strength Foam Degreaser
Unique aerosol foam that enables simple and easy cleanup. Spray as a forceful, engulfing heavy- duty foam that clings to
surfaces and provides extended cleaning contact time. Contains powerful, water soluble, grease dissolving agents and
detergents for instant cleaning action. A self-indicating foam breaks down grease and grime and becomes dirty indicating
soil is ready to be flushed away.

DYNASOL II : Industrial Cleaning Solvent
A quick and easy way to remove grease, oil and dirt from printing equipment, machinery, tools, and electrical parts. Leaves
no residue and is fast drying/non-corrosive. Recommended for use by airlines, farmers, machine/automotive shops,
vending machine shops.

ELECTRA : Electrical Contact Cleaner/Degreaser
A solvent degreaser for all electrical contacts, including switches, relays, tape heads, motors, office machines, etc.
Quickly removes oil and dirt, leaves no residue. Non-conductive, non-explosive - use while operating; there is no need
to shut down or disassemble equipment.

ELECTRA NF : Non-Flammable NSF Registered Contact Cleaner
A high dielectric, high purity, rapid evaporating, non-flammable aerosol spray contact and circuit board cleaner. Specifically
formulated to remove grease, oil, condensation dust, and other particle matter from sensitive electronic parts. Quick
driving formula will not harm most plastics, paints, or rubber. Includes extension tubes for easier application to remote areas.

ICS-140 : Industrial Parts Cleaning Solvent
Non-chlorinated, Non-Ozone Depleting Solvent. Low residue and low odor. Greater than 140 F flash point. Inhibits
corrosion. SAFE TO USE IN IMMERSION TANKS

LEAK SEEKER : Leak Detection Fluid
When there is a leak then you will see bubbles when using "Leak Seeker". Low pressure sensitivity. Economical.

METAL SLIDE : Asphalt Release Agent
Biodegradable, non-hazardous, non-volitile.De signed to have high foaming, film forming action when used with standard
foaming equipment. IDOT approved release agent for use on trucks and equipment approved release agent for use
on trucks and equipment transporting bituminous mixtures. Recommended for use by hot mix asphalt plant sand
contractors. It provides the plant operator with new economical technology to eliminate diesel and other petroleum based
products, while maintaining high hot mix product specifications and quality and a clean truck bed.

MOIST AWAY : Moisture Remover & Metal Protector
A general purpose metal protector, ir provides a soft film to prevent rust or corrosion. It "creeps" beneath moisture
and penetrates to loosen corroded nuts and bolts. Safe for electrical systems, too.

MUSCLE : Cold Solvent Degreaser/Parts Wash
Multipurpose emulsifiable solvent for removing oil, grease and even gummy deposits from metal parts. Safe to use in all
parts washers and soak tank operations.

N.M. 1400 : Low Foaming Inhibited Alkaline Cleaning Compound
Used for cleaning rolled bearings, flushing & cleaning cooling systems, heat exchanges, traction motors and many other
applications. Works best in high agitation systems and sray washers.

N.M. 1600 : Non-Silicone Defoamer for Hot Tank Degreasers
Is temperature activated and operates at temperatures above 140°F. Reduces the amount of foam in tank.

N.M. 1700 : Low Foaming Potassium Hydroxide Cleaner
Removes oil and carbon residues without causing excessive corrosion.
ORANGE-MIGHT : Powdered Cleaner, Degreaser & Deodorizer
Naturally energized formula has triple action of cleaning, degreaser and deodorizing. It bulldozes through dirt, grime and tar,
deodorizes the surface and leaves a fresh, clean citrus aroma. It can be used in parts washer, steam cleaning equipment
and as a general purpose cleaner.
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POWER 5 : Heavy Duty Cleaning Solvent Emulsion
A clear, nonflammable solvent emulsion. Dilutes with water.

POWER SOLV : Degreaser
Removes grease and similar grime from any surface. It is non-corrosive to metals, has low toxicity and is no fire hazard.
It dries fast and clean without residue. It will not short motors, generators or electrical equipment.

R.P.M. SOLUTION : Auto Scrubbing Machine Detergent
Designed specifically for use in automatic floor scrubbing equipment. LOW SUDSING - HIGH ALKALINE.

RA-15 : Heavy Duty Cleaner & Degreaser
A heavy duty cleaner & degreaser for removing the very tenacious soils such as burned on greases and oils. Excellent for
cleaning such things as engines, transmissions, rear ends, fifth wheels, restaurant equipment, vent hoods and all types
of off road equipment.

RIGID : Spray Adhesive
A multi-purpose spray adhesive for permanent or temporary bonds. Use with paper, cloth, wood, plastic, foam rubber,
insulation and other materials. Permanently flexible, exceptionally resistant to aging.

RUST AWAY : Spray on Rust Exterminator
One step rust converter and corrosion neutralizing spray. Chemically neutralizes rust on metal surfaces. Converts rust
to a tough, black, long-term protective coating. Prolongs the life of any ferrous metal. Once cured, it can be painted over.

SD-43 : Hot Tank Degreaser
This chemical is strong, to be used primarily to remove heavy encrustations of oil and grease from ordinary iron
and steel products. Contains sodium hydroxide (caustic soda), so it is to be handled with great care.

SEAL IT : Rubberized Fleible Coating for Roof and Automobiles
A unique spray product which leaves a firm coating that stays flexible on all roofs, flashings, gutters, downspouts
and sink drains. It also seals and heals tree wounds and prune stubs. Will not sag or drip. The coating is impervious
to water and thus seals out rust and corrosion.

SUPER BRITE : Steam Cleaning Compound
Steam cleaning is made much more effective with the special sequestering, wetting and suspending agents in
SUPER BRITE. Works on heavy greases and soils, rinses freely without spots or streaks. Concentrated for economy.
Designed for use in any steam gun or jenny.

THREAD CUT : Thread Cutting Oil & Coolant
It is formulated for high speed cutting and threading machines. Prevents excessive heat, starts the flow of oil before
dies come in contact with pipes and lubricates the surface for a clean cut and thread.

U.S. TOOL 100 : Heavy-Duty Metal Cleaner & Titanium Remover
A specially formulated heavy-duty metal cleaner and titanium remover for drill bits.

U.S. TOOL 200 : Water Soluable Corrosion Inhibitor
A water-based corrosion inhibitor designed for the prevention of rust on cast iron and steel during storage and shipment.

U.S. TOOL 300 : Oil Based Rust Inhibitor
An extremely effective rust inhibitor system which provides two to three times the rotection compared to the average
rust preventative coating and is excellent as a sealant over black oxide and phosphate coatings because it seals out corrosion
& enhances the color of the finish.

U.S. TOOL 400 : Paint, Varnish, Gasket & Decal Remover
Removes paint , varnish, gaskets, umongst many other things from metal, wood, stone, tile and many other surfaces.

VORTEX : Auto Scrubbing Machine Detergent
Designed specifically for use in automatic floor scrubbing equipment. LOW SUDSING.

WALTER'S MIGHT : Water Based Degreaser
Handy for bench and maintenance use to save time. A water-soluble degreaser, it safely removes grease, dirt and oil
deposits from machinery, engines and painted surfaces. Flushes off with water.
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PARTS BRITE : Part Cleaning Solvent
Specifically designed solvent compound for circulating parts washer. Effectively removes soils, light carbon and greases
from metal parts. Contains petroleum distillates.
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ABC INSECT AWAY : Insect Repellant (25% or 15% D.E.E.T.)
For personal application and clothing. Repells mosquitoes, chiggers, ticks, deer flies, stable flies, black flies, gnats, and fleas.
Ideal for use by forest workers, military personnel and oil field workers. Help avoid exposure to WEST NILE VIRUS.

BACTIMOS BRIQUETS : Biological Mosquito Control
Formulated to release effective levels of Bti for a period of 30 days or more under typical environmental conditions. The floating
action of the briquets will ensure that the active material is released at the surface as well as gradually settle to the bottom.

BUG OUT : Insect Killer - Residual
A spray residual insecticide that kills ants, roaches, spiders and many other crawling insects. May be used indoors and
outdoors to eliminate insects from favorite spaces and create a toxic barrier against their return.

DUALCIDE P3 – RTU : Professional Grade Insecticide
Use this water-based product indoors or out. Use in your home or for commercial application. Residual effectiveness for
up to two months.

FIRE ANT ROD EXTENSION TUBES
(Used with Fire Ant Spray Chem-A00490)

FIRE ANT SPRAY : Professional Fire Ant Insecticide spray
Solvent-Based Outdoor Insecticide. Mound penetrating rod kills ants in
the mount. Contains dual synthetic Pyrethroids.

FLY AWAY : Flying Insect Killer
A new synthetic pyrethroid high-potency bug killer for general area
elimination of flying insects. It is also effective against ants, spiders,
roaches and other crawlers.

FOG KILL : Controls Mosquitoes, Flies & Gnats
Economical - rapid knock down high stability - low odor - high killing power.

4 THE BIRDS : Bird Repellant
Keeps birds away without harming them. This transparent compound
gives birds "hot feet", makes favorite roosting places uncomfortable for
birds to stand. Effective up to a year in most weather conditions.
Tacky from -15 to 200°F.

GARBO SPRAY : Deodorant and Insect Killer for Dumpsters
Specifically designed to keep garbage cans and refuse trucks free of insect infestation and larvar-breeding. Residual effect.
Also acts as a deodorant.

GEL BAIT INJECTOR KIT : Maxforce Gel Bait Injector Kit
Injector kit comes with a caulking type gun and 5 boxes of (600 grams) gel bait. The gun allows for precise placements
into cracks and crevices without unnecessary waste. Roaches carry the gel back to the colony where it is spread for
maximum effectiveness.

LICE KILLER : Kills Lice on Inanimate Surfaces
It kills lice and stops the lice infestation on garments, bedding, mattresses, furniture, floors, carpets and school bus seats.

MASTERLINE KONTROL 4-4 : For Mosquitoes, Flies and Gnats
A quick knockdown, low odor, non-corrosive synergized synthetic pyrethroid for the control of adult mosquitoes in residential,
recreational and other areas. Also for use against biting and non-biting Midge and Black flies.

MAXFORCE ANT GEL : Ant Bait Gel
Effective against Argentine, Odorous House, Ghost, Pavement, Cornfield and black ants. Ants carry the bait back to the
nest where the gel bait destroys the colony. 27 gram tubes - 4 tubes per box.

MAXFORCE GEL ROACH : Roach Bait Gel
Effectively delivers Hydramethylon gel that allows the roach to carry the gel back to the colony where it is spread throughout
the colony. Includes: 4 TUBE/SYRINGES 60 gram syringe
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RAT & MOUSE BAIT BLOCKS : Bait Blocks
Time tested formula used by exterminators. Ready to use bait made with selected grain, food stuffs, paraffin plus
anticoagulants can be used indoors and outdoors.

RESIDUAL ROACH SPRAY : Roach Killer
Odorless and stainless, but strong to kill resistant insects. USDA approved for use in schools, cafetarias, office buildings,
where ever bugs have been a chronic problem. Acts quickly on existing insects; lasts up to three months.

ROOM SERVICE : Total Release Fogging Insecticide
Total automatic release fogging insecticide. Kills ants, cockroaches, flies, mosquitoes, rice weevils, saw-toothed grain
beetles, small flying moths and ticks. Push the button down and leave it. One 6oz. Can covers 6,000 cubic feet of space.
It is highly effective in apartment complexes, homes, attics, basements, campers, cabins, boats, storage areas, garages
and pet sleeping areas.

STICK A FLY : Glue Trap for Flies
Old fashined flypaper in modern dress - a special fly attractant lures flies to the non-poisonous glue that captures and
holds them until the unit is disposed. No muss, no mess, no dangerous fumes. Decorative design.

STICK A ROACH : Glue Trap for Roaches
What works in the air works on the ground, too. Crawling insects are drawn to trap, where a space-age glue holds them
fast. No poisoned bait to harm pets or children.

STICKEM, LARGE : Glue Trap for Rats
STICKEM, MOUSE : Glue Traps for Mice
STICKEM, SAFETEE : Glue Trap
Ecologically safe, these traps hold rodents fast in a non-poisonous, non-drying glue. Youngsters and pets are not
endangered. No baiting needed. It provides a modern, sanitary and economical way to get rid of rats and mice in homes,
apartments, offices, restaurants, warehouses and industrial plants. Will trap more then one rat, many mice and hundreds
of insects.

TALPRID MOLE BAIT : Mole Bait
First and only mole bait designed, developed and scientifically proven to kill moles. One mole bait worm contains a lethal
dose and can kill in 24 hours. Use only as directed. (20 pellets per box)

WASP AWAY : Powerful Wasp and Hornet Spray
A strong synthetic pyrethroid formula kills wasps, hornets, yellow jackets and other flyers instantly. 100psi pressure to
jet stream up to 15 feet. Non-conductive up to 30,000 V.
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MAXFORCE GRANULAR INSECT BAIT : Insect Bait (granular)
Professional quality roach bait that gets positive results immediately. Odor free formula has a delay property which
allows insects to make several trips back to where they live and breed before they die, spreading the effects of the
poison throughout the colony. 6LB BOTTLE
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ALL-IN-ONE TRANSMISSION FLUID
Anti-Wear; Excellent Lubricity. Temperature Stability; Oxidation Resistant.
Meets Dexron II, Ford M2 C166-H, Catipillar T0-2, Allison C-3; RED

BIG SAM : Open Gear Lubricant
This open gear lubricant can be applied directly to drag lines, gears,
winches, oil rigs, etc., with its convenient aerosol applicator. Forms a
tough film with high flash and melting points. Long lasting, even
under water.

CCL-12 : Chain & Cable Lubricant
Tailored for use on chains, cables and sprockets. Gets hard-to-reach
areas, penetrates into cables and chain links. Forces water and moisture
out of metal pores to prolong life and reduce wear.

CHEM ANTI-SEIZE : Anti-Seize Compound – High Temp
Lubrication to 2100 F, Extreme Pressure. Waterproof; protects against Galling and Seizing. No Lead or Copper. Application
brush included. Protects against Rust, and Corrosion. Use on bolts, spark plugs, threaded fittings, gaskets, and
bushings; SILVER-GRAY

CHEM GEAR OIL
Non-foaming, Non-corrosive, gear oil that prevents rusting. No dry starts. Minimizes wear on gears. Will not mix and
emulsify with water. Low pour point. Reduces frequent oil changes. Vehicular/Industrial: GREEN Available in: SAE 90,
SAE 140 AND SAE 85W-140

COMPRESSOR OIL : Superfilm Compressor Oil
Formulated from high viscosity index paraffin-base oils to meet the heavy-duty requirements of today's compressors - both
reciprocating and screw (rotary) types. Available in SAE-10, -20, -30 and multigrade 10W-30 grades.

DOES IT ALL : Penetrant, De-Moisturant and Lubricant
It replaces five products. It loosens rusted nuts and bolts, displaces and seals out moisture, lubricates and penetrates,
improves electrical properties, as well as, protects against rust and corrosion. Thus, the name "DOES IT ALL". Di-electric
strength to 30,000 volts and meets MIL. SPEC. C-23411 so that it is used by our armes forces. Recommended for use on
airplanes, automotive behicles, farm equipment, electrical equipment, transformers, distributor caps, fuses and junction
boxes. Will not harm plastic.

DRY GRAPH : Graphite Lubricant
Fast drying lubricant that forms a thin, black film imparting excellent anti-friction and anti-seizure properties to surfaces.
Provides even dispersion of graphite film. Effective over a broad temperature range (-100 F to 850 F). Performs under
extreme pressure. Does not contain oil or moisture base diluents. Inert to oil, water and alkalis.

DRY MOLY : Fast Drying Moly Lubricant
Extreme condition, dry, friction reducing lubricant and anti-seize coating. Withstands high temperatures and extreme
pressures. Provides a dry film lubricant especially suited for use in dirty or dusty atmospheres. Burnishes into metal to
provide long-term lubrication and protection. Inert to water, oil, alkalis, acids. Contains no methylene chloride.

GEAR SAVER : Gear Oil Additive
Advanced technology gear oil treatment with MSX-4 friction reducer. An exceptional product that enhances the performance
characteristics of automotive and industrial gear oil. Provides extended oxidation stability, extends oil life, reduces friction,
reduces operating temperatures, reduces wear and gear scoring. Adhesive/cohesive protection - no dry starts. Quiets noisy
gears and bearings. It is recommended for all maunal transmissions, gear reduction units, manual transaxle assemblies,
standard post-trac and limited slip differentials and other equipment requiring an extreme pressure gear oil.
Available in: 6-Pack
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polytetrafluoroethylene for added friction reduction. Resist water
washout and weathering. Residual film prevents rust and corrosion.
Includes extension tubes for easier application to remote areas.
GREASE IN A CAN : High Temp Red Grease Spray
Sprays as a penetrating liquid, then quickly forms a thick red grease
with many uses. Excellent lubricating properties, stable to 500°F.
Contains anti-rust and anti-oxidation additives. Acid and water resistant.

IMPACT LUBE : High Impact and Non-Melt Grease
Superior "custom-built" lubricant from selected paraffin-base crudes designed for extreme pressure and wear. Non-melt
formulation with extra tackifiers. Will withstand heavy stock loads and impact pressures to 50 lbs. Timken. Resists acids,
salt, dirt, steam and weather. Available in: Tubes, Drums or mini-tubes

LITH GREASE : Heavy Duty White Lithium Grease
All weather, heavy duty, multi-purpose penetrating grease. Sprays as a liquid, creeps to lubrication point like an oil would,
then cures to a thick, water resistant grease. Provides non-staining lubrication that guards surfaces against rust and
corrosion. Heat stable to 350°F. Excellent for many industries such as automotive. For use on hinges, gears, chains,
sprockets, linkage, slides, bearings pinions and cranks. Includes extension tubes for easier application to remote areas.

LUBE OIL : Light Lubricant Oil (Spray On)
Clean, clear, general purpose, light duty penetrating lubricant. Economical solution to do many lubricating jobs. Excellent
penetration and creeping properties. Safe for use on aluminum. Helps prevent adhesion of mortar to aluminum window
frames. Includes extension tubes for easier application to remote areas.

MOLY LUBE : Moly Lubricant in Tubes
A gray, non-melt lubricant with molybdenum disulfide. The moly "plates out" to give extra protection and extend lubrication
cycle. Exceptionally resistant to most acids, salt, steam, dirt and water. Cohesive to 550°F; rust inhibiting.

MOLY LUBE, DRY : Completely Dry Lubricant with Moly
Immediate amd positive lubrication, non-abrasive, non-gumming. Excellent pressure and load-carrying characteristics.
Recommended for chains, wire cables, sliding metal surfaces. Easy to apply from aerosol can.

NUT BUSTER : Penetrating Oil
This strong penetrating oil frees parts frozen by rust and corrosion, gum, scale, paint and carbon. Lubricates as it cleans
and loosens. Used in institution and industry.

PURE ULTRA : Food Grade Grease
NSF registered for use as a lubricant where incidental food contact may occur. A high viscosity, high temperature grease
specifically formulated for the food packaging and pharmaceutical industries. Protects equipment from rust, oxidation
and wear. Resist throw off, shear breakdown, and water and detergent wash out. Use in bakeries, breweries, dairies,
meat and poultry plants, and other food plants.

RELEASE : Dry Lubricant and Release Agent w/ PTFE
Chemical inert, non-oily, fast drying lubricant and release agent, which contains an extremely fine polytetrafluoroethylene
powder. Features outstanding microscopic film forming properties and is more slippery than silicone. Provides superior
friction reduction in all metal -on- metal, rubber -on- metal, and metal-on-plastic applications.

SEIZE AWAY : High Temp Anti-Seize Compound
Extreme temperature and pressure lubricant and sealant that plates, protects, and prevents metal surfaces from seizing
at temperatures up to 2100 F. Reduces friction and wear. Water resistant. Provides for tighter, firmer threaded joints that
open easier. Contains copper for superior heat dispersion. Excellent for all industrial maintenance and repair jobs. For
use in refineries, power plants, chemical plants, and mining operations. Available in: Aerosol or Brush On
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GEL LUBE : Penetrating Gel Lubricant
Clear, high tack, lubricating gel that provides superior lubrication from
-30° F to +500° F. Penetrates as an oil to lubrication point then solvent
evaporates and sets up into a tacky grease-like gel. Contains
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SILI SPRAY : Silicone Spray Lubricant
A greaseless, non-staining lubricant for hinges, pulleys, drawer slides, windows and moving parts of office equipment.
Useful on any clean, dry surface, even snow plows.

SILI SPRAY F : Silicone Spray Lubricant (Food Grade)
Silicone spray in a special formula for use as a lubricant and anti-rust film on food processing equipment. Odorless,
tasteless, non-toxic. Conforms to FDA regulations.

SLICK : Food Grade Silicone Spray
NSF registered for use as a lubricant where incidental food contact may occur. High viscosity, ultra-pure, lubricating film
for use on food processing and packing equipment. Leaves a waterproof, dry, non-staining, clear film. Heat stable from
Contains no chlorinated solvents. For use on heat-sealing equipment, conveyors, ovens, slicers, and scrambler tables.

SUPER PURE LUBE : Food Grade Oil
Super pure, NSF registered, food grade lubricating oil. Lubricates rings, slides, pistons, seals, and other food equipment
parts that may have incidental contact with food. Provides a thin, water resistant film. Contains no silicones or solvents only food grade ingredients.

SUPERFILM ENGINE OIL
Additives for anti-scuff, anti-wear, detergency, dispersants, oiliness foam, oxidation, rust, and corrosion inhibitors.
Stabilizing agents, AMBER. Meets MIL-L46152D for Gasoline and Diesel Engines. Meets MIL-L2104F, Meets API Service
Classifications, exceeeds the performance Requirements of: Detroit Diesel CD-11, MACK (EO-J, EO-K/2, EO-L), Caterpillar
(S-3, to -2), Volvo B-20, MIL-L2104E & Ford, Chrysler and IH requirements for Alkyl Zinc. Exceeds A.S.T.M. Sequence
Test IIC, IIE,VE. SAE 15W-40

SUPERFILM HYDROLIC OIL
Contains D emulsifier, Anti-Leak Additives, Anti-Foam and Anti-Wear Agents. Pour point depressant. Oxidation, Rust,
Corrosion Inhibitors. Can often replace many different oils.5000 Hours D-943 Oxidation; Amber.
Available in: SAE10/ISO32, SAE20/ISO46 & 5000

TEF LUBE : Teflon Lubricant
This dry film lubricant contains minute particles of friction-fighting Teflon. When dry, it forms a durable coating good from
-400°F to 500°F. Use it on glass, metal, wood, rubber and leather. Ideal for many industrial uses - belts and chains,
chutes, cutting tables, pipe threading and much more.

TOOL LUBE : Air Tool Cleaner & Lubricant
Specially designed to penetrate lubrication points, clean away rust and operating debris, displace moisture, remove
calcification, and lubricate to restore optimum tool performance. Actually breaks down and removes build-up from internal
air motor parts allowing for increased air flow through the tool and system. With only one application in the air connection
you will notice immediate increased operating performance. Red color helps indicate when the build up and contamination
within the air tool has been flushed away. For use on drills, wrenches, sanders, buffers, and saws.

WHITE GREASE : White Lithium High Temp Lube - Food Grade
The food grade multi-purpose grease. The machinery grease used in this product is a high quality lubricant composed
entirely of ingredients which meet the requirements of Section 121.2553 of the Food and Drug Administration. Protects
against rust and corrosion. Long lasting and water resistant.
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ABC RED HOT : Granular Sewer Treatment Solvent

BACTI-ZYME 4B : Bacterial Cultures with Enzymes
Formulated for use in sewage treatment plants and lagoons and for the treatment of septic tanks, cesspools, drains and
grease traps. Non-caustic and non-corrosive. Will not attack metals or porcelain finishes as in sinks and wash basins.

CHEMCO FLOC : Waste Water Flocculent
Applied over a filtration bed, this flocculent will provide rapid clarification of effluent. Waste treatment plant capacity will be
increased and costs cut. In ponds or lagoons, sludge and silt will be precipitated, reducing muddiness and clarifying
the water. Biodegradable, harmless to human-beings, animals, fish and plant life.

CHEMCO WET : Water Wetter and Penetrant
This special formulation of wetting and chelating agents makes water over 300 times wetter to make firefighting more
efficient and economical. Non-foaming, it is compatible with YD-75 tank saver.

CHEMCO ZYME L : Liquid Enzyme Producing Bacterial Formulation
Cleans and activates drain lines, grease traps, septic tanks, lagoons and waste disposal plants; then keeps them open.
Bacteria organisms and four enzyme systems do the work, while microbial nutrients keep the bacteria working.
5 billion colonies per gram. Non-toxic, non-caustic and non-corrosive.

CHEMCO ZYME M : Municipal Strength Powdered Enzyme Producing Bacterial Formulation
Municipal strength blend of catalytic enzymes, aerobic bacteria, anaerobic bacteria, facultative bacteria and microbial
nutrients to break down waste matter in waste disposal plants, lift stations, sewer linesand waste stabilization lagoons.
Enzymes digest starches and carbohydrates, cellulose, fat, grease and protein such as hair. Produces clear effluent.
10 billion colonies per gram.

CITRA FLOAT : Citrus Floating Lift Station Cleaner
Floating lift station citrus degreaser and natural deodorizer. The optimum combination of natural and petroleum solvents to
liquify grease, oil, scum and eliminate odors. CITRA FLOAT floats on the surface of waste water. As the water level rises
and falls, grease, oil and scum get emulsified by CITRA FLOAT. This action prevents dissolved and suspended solids from
adhering to the walls of lift station and wet-wells 24 hours a day and
prevents odors and sewer backups. CITRA FLOAT can be used to
degrease clarifiers, primary tanks, secindary tanks, digesters and
even grease traps.

CLEAN WATER : Drinking Water Flocculent
A new, easy-to-use liquid flocculent for potable water. Contains a cationic polymer now recognized for its superior
clarifying properties. Tasteless, odorless, non-toxic and biodegradable. It's ideal for water purification plants,
swimming pools and ponds. Harmless to marine life.

CLOG BUSTER : Granular Sewer Solvent
Sacrificial aluminum is the ingredient that makes this sewer solvent so effective. Its instant chemical reaction opens clogs
due to roots, grease, rags, organic matter and other debris. Strong for municipal sewers, it's also used in food and meat
processing plants nationwide.

DUSTEX : Dust Retardant for Industrial Plants
Developed to control dust on all types of floors. High dust absorbency. Leaves no oily residue. Used in paint shops, on
unsealed wood & concrete floors, general sweeping, body repair shops - filter spray & mop treatment. Highly concentrated
and highly effective.

DYNAMITE A : Sulfuric Acid Sewer Solvent
This heavy-duty sewer line purge contains sulfuric acid to work fast. Ready to use, it comes in a special dispensing
container to pour directly into problem sewers. Heat and turbulence tell you the job is being done.

FIRE FIGHT : Fire Fighting Foam
AFFF Fire Fighting Foam (Class A & B Fires). Suppresses fire by eliminating the oxygen source.
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Strong alkaline compound used in opening sewers and drains by reacting quickly on grease, rags, paper, and other organic
materials. Heats up rapidly and "burns" for several minutes to effectively remove blockages. Outstanding when using as
a preventative maintenance program. USDA C1, and NSF registered.
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FORM SLIDE: Form Release Agent
Has a controlled reaction with the free line in concrete to provide a clean release without the use of pry-bars or tools. Produces
smooth and natural architectural surfaces - concrete surface voids are eliminated or reduced and oil stains are eliminated.

GIANT DEODORANT BLOCKS : 20 LB. Deodorant Blocks
The solution for big odor problems in locker rooms, industrial washrooms, sewers, rendering plants, garbage dump
areas, open pit latrines. Strong wild cherry bouquet lasts 10-14 weeks.

GREASE AWAY : Sewer Grease Remover
Oil and water can mix when this homogenizer/solubizer makes it happen. Oils and greases disperse into minute droplets
that can soon be destroyed by bacteria, light and oxygen. Essential for sewage treatment plants and lift stations, ideal
for industrial and automotive cleaning.

LIFT CLEAN : Floating Degreaser and Deodorizer for Lift Stations
This product floats on the surface to clean lift-station walls and mechanisms without scrubbing. It quickly saponifies and
dissolves grease and other organic obstructions without forming a hard soap crust. It's fast-acting, non-fuming and
non-corrosive.

METAL COAT : Metal Protective Coating for Snow Plows
A newly developed coating to be sprayed or brushed on metal to prevent corrosion and sticking. Forms a slick surface on
truck beds, spreaders, snow plow blades, mower housings, V-boxes and more.

MUD AWAY : Mud Remover
Ordinary sewer solvents won't budge mud. But this one changes the character of mud, reducing its adhesion. So it flushes
away naturally. MUD AWAY's formula is inert and biodegradable, free of odor and fumes, non-corrosive.

MUNICIPAL DUST CONTROL : Dust Allaying Compound
Street sweepers become more efficient with this liquid additive. Dust is allayed, bristles remain flexible and last longer.
Also works in hand sweeping operations. Spray it on ball diamonds, dirt tracks and campsites to control dust. Industrial
uses include gravel pits and concrete plants.

ODOR AWAY : Odor Killer and Grease Solvent
The newest concept in grease, slime and odor control for waste disposal plants, lagoons, lift stations, sludge beds, even
sewers, drains and chemical toilets. Can be sprayed, dripped or poured, as appropriate. Also controls odors in septic
tanks, cesspools and land fills.

ODOR SUPPRESS : Sewer Odor Suppressant
Suppresses objectionable odors in sewage plants, lagoons, septic tanks, cesspools and land fills. Controls odor causing
bacteria with no harmful side effects to beneficial digestive organisms. Delightful cherry, lemon, apple blossom and grape
scents. Economical.

PRIVATE EYE : Sewer Leak Tracing Dye
This fluid traces the flow of water in underground pipes to locate leaks and pipe breaks. It leaks through to appear on the
surface, where digging can be pinpointed. Its fluorescent nature reveals leaks, even in the dark of night. Also useful for
finding leaks in storage tanks and kettles.

ROOT O KILL : Foaming Root Killer for Sewer Lines
A corrective and preventive chemical that rids sewer lines of clogging roots. It is absorbed into the cell-sap of roots, then
dries and rots them. As it reaches the green part of the tree above ground, chlorophyll deactivates it so the tree is not harmed.

SILVER BULLET : Loosens Nuts & Bolts
This nonflammable lubricant is a combination of special water displacement compounds, corrosion inhibitors, solvents,
non-greasy lubricants and P.T.F.E. It is used to displace water and moisture from electrical equipment such as contact
points and automotive distributors, machinery parts, guns and equipment.

SLIP RESIST : Spray on Slip Resistant Epoxy Coating
Hard texturized, one part epoxy coating that quickly cures to a slip resistant rough grit surface. Aids in reduction of slips
and falls. Contains special synthetic grit with no sharp edges. One application lasts for months depending on the traffic.
For use in areas where water may accumulate: kitchen floors, steps, railings, ladders, and industrial plants.

SPILL KILL : Oil Spill Emulsifier
An emulsifier for gasoline and oil spills, it greatly reduces the explosion range of these and other volatile liquids. It is
safe, fast, economical and bio-degradable. Works on land or water. Prevents explosive situations in sewer lines.
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VARNISH COAT : Spray on Red Insulating Varnish
An excellent protective coating for electric equipment including motor end
wing-dings, commentator ends, field coils, armatures, switchboard parts,
bus bars, and other exposed metal-parts. Effective as a finish coat.
Protects electrical equipment against moisture and corrosion. Helps
resist current leakage insuring optimal efficiency of electrical equipment.
Prevents short-circuiting and flash-off. Resist oil, chemicals and moisture. High dielectric and dries fast. Strengthens and
repairs worn out and damaged insulation.

WALL BLOCKS : Deodorant Blocks
Perfumed wall-hanging blocks made of pure paradichlorobenzene fused with special purfume oils, wrapped in cellophane
with hang-up containers. Long-lasting.

YD-75 : Tank Saver and Hose Lubricant

MUNICIPAL CARE PRODUCTS

STEEL COAT : Spray on Stainless Steel Coating
Tough, high temperature coating made with pure stainless steel flakes
and a highly resistant epoxy resin. Extremely impervious to temperature
fluctuations, harsh chemical environments, severe weather, and abrasion.
Provides a smooth high gloss, stainless steel finish. Protects surfaces
up to 400° F. Resist acids, alkalis and other chemical deterioration.
For use in chemical, food processing, and industrial plants.

This essential additive inhibits rust formation and prevents sticking valves in water tanks and booster tanks used by fire
departments. It's non-toxic, non-flammable and won't affect foam.

ZINC COAT : Cold Zinc Galvanize Spray
High solids, pure zinc coating that electrically bonds itself to metal surfaces. Equals protection provided by hot dip galvanizing
methods. Resist corrosion and rust migration. Protects from saltwater and chemical fume corrosion. For use by metal
fabricators, HVAC, oil fields, utilities and municipal yards.

PAINT STRIP : Paint and Vandal Remover from Brick and Other Surfaces
Spray PAINT STRIP on, scrape paint or varnish off. This strong formula loosens most enamels, laquers, varnish, shellac,
acrylic paints, etc. May also be brush on. Caution: Protect surrounding objects, as overspray may attack plastics or floor tile.

POOL BRITE : Pool Paints - All Colors
Swimming pool paint for the requirements of municipal, commercial and private pools.
Highly resistant to acid, alkali, salt and water. Chlorinated and rubberized, perfect for
concrete or metal pools, shower stall floors. Available in: aqua, blue or white.

ZONE MARK : Street Marking Paint
Over 50% pigment, this heavy-duty paint is used

on all pavements to mark zones, traffic
patterns, parking lot spaces, etc. May be sprayed,
rolled or brushed right from the can. Caution:

Contains lead and petroleum distillates.
Available in: white or yellow.
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PAINTS & PAINT REMOVERS

GLOSS ENAMEL : Industrial Paint Spray and Bulk Paints
Smooth, one-coat protection for interior and exterior surfaces such as porches and patios, wood, cement, linoleum floors,
machinery, boats and decks. Resists scuffs, chips, scratches, acid and alcohol. Non-chalking, fade-resistant.
Available in: Dark gray, light gray, patio red, tile red, walnut, mahogany, oak, buckskin, slate and modern green.

SWIMMING POOL PRODUCTS
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AL AWAY : Swimming Pool Algicide - Eliminates Green, Black & Blue-Green Algae
Used in swimming pools and decorative fountains to keep water clear and free of algae and slime. Harmless to skin
and eyes. Compatible with chemicals normally used to treat pools and fountains. Long lasting effect.

CHEM OX : Concrete, Stainless Steel, Aluminum and Lined Pool Cleaner
CHEM OX does the job of muriatic acid without the risk. It dissolves carbonates which hold scale and other deposits in
swimming pools, showers, fountains, water lines, water towers, etc. May be sprayed, brushed or applied through safety
valves, as appropriate. USDA approved.

CHLORINE TABLETS : Powerful 89% Available Stabilized Chlorine Tablets
The slowest dissolving, longest lasting chlorine tablets you can buy. Perfect for floating feeders or almost all automatic
chlorinators. 99% Trichloro & S - Trizinetrione. Available in a 1" or 3" tablet.

CLEAR POOL : Pool, Spa & Fountain Algaecide - Super Shock Treatment
Ideal for the beginning of the season, the end of the season or use as a "problem year treatment". This super
shock allows you to gain immediate control over algae. 99%

DEFOAMER : Knocks Down Foam Instantly
Defoamer is highly concentrated and made from food grade raw materials. Instantly effective and completely safe to use.
This special formula prevents foaming caused by dissolved organic matter and knocks down existing foam immediately.
It is non-toxic and completely un-reactive with other swimming pool chemicals.

FOAM X : Foam Eliminator
Eliminates foam in swimming pools, spas and fountains. Food grade silicone emulsion.

pH DOWN : Liquid pH Acid Adjustment Down
Neutralizes excess alkalinity. Use in swimming pools and fountains for crystal clear water. Lowers pH without clouding.

pH HOLD : Holds Constant pH by Buffering the Poolwater - Granular
pH Hold raises total alkalinity in swimming pool and spa water without affecting water pH. Provides excellent buffering
properties which prevents pH "bounce" in pool water. Ensures protection from acidic attach on metals of pool hardware
and pumps.

pH MINUS : Lower the Acidity (pH) Level of Water - Granular
pH Minus is a granular powder used for lowering the ph level of pool water. pH Minus is easily dissolved and allows you
to use your pool immediately after application. Protects both pool and equipment from scale build-up and other problems
caused by high total alkalinity.

pH PLUS : Raises the pH Level of Water - Granular
pH Plus raises the pH level, adds the necessary alkalinity and reduces the acidity in the pool water. pH Plus cleans cloudy
water due to low pH and helps maintain a proper chlorine residual.

pH UP : Liquid pH Acid Adjustment Up
Raises pH without clouding water. Use in swimming pools and fountains for crystal clear water.

POOL CLARIFIER : Settles Suspended Debris - Liquid
Makes cleaning fast and easy. Solids and debris settle to bottom for easy vacuuming.

POOL PRIDE : Enzyme Based Scum & Blackline Ring Eliminator - Liquid
A natural enzyme based formulation to make swimming pool water soft and silky. Prevents scum build-up and water line
rings. Breaks down suntan oils and cosmetics, body oils and other organic waste and thus keeps the water odor free.
Non-toxic, non-irritating and environmentally safe. Keeps the pool filter clean and clog free.
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6

CAULK SEAL …………….

12

DRAIN MASTER ……………..

8

GREASE IN A CAN ……………

27

ABC BORAX ………………..….. 19

CCC 11 ……………………

2

DRAIN PRO …………………..

8

GUM AWAY …………………….

15

ABC CARPET CLEAN ……..….

6

CCL 12 …………………….

26

DRIDEK ……………………….

9

GUM ELIMINATOR …………….

15

ABC CARPET DEFOAMER …..

6

CDC ANTI-CLOG …………

21

DRIDEK EDGING …………….

9

GUM ELIMINATOR NF ………..

15

ABC DRY FOAM ……………….

6

CENTER PULL DISP……..

12

DRY GAS ……………………..

2

GUM GONE …………………….

6

ABC INSECT AWAY ………….. 24

CHEM ANTI-SEIZE ………

26

DRY GRAPH ………………….

26

GYM BRITE - 461 ………………

10

ABC OXY CLEAN ……………… 12

CHEM BRITE ……………..

12

DRY MOLY ……………………

26

GYM BRITE - 462 ………………

10

ABC OXY CLEAN LIQUID ……. 12

CHEM GEAR OIL ………..

26

DRY SHOWER ……………….

1

HAND SMOOTHIE ……………..

19

ABC RED HOT ………………… 29

CHEM OX …………………

32

DUALCIDE P3 - RTU ………… 24

HAZ-MAT DRIP PAN KIT ………

20

ABSORBENT BOOMS ……….. 20

CHEM SOLV ……………..

21

DUST MOP FRAME …………

9

HELLO …………………………..

15
15

2

DUST X ………………………..

13

HIGH SHINE …………………….

AERO SOAP DISPENSER …… 12

CHEM THAW (GRAN.) ……. 18

DUST X NF ……………………

13

HONEY BEE ……………………

1

AL AWAY ………………………. 32

CHEMCO FLOC ………….

DUSTEX ………………………. 29

HOSPITAL SURFACE DIS ……

7
6

ACRYTHANNE 489 …………….

9

CHEM THAW (AEROSOL) …

29

5

CHEMCO GREEN ……….

18

DYNAMITE A …………………

29

HOT STREAM ………………….

ALL IN ONE SPILL KIT ……….. 20

CHEMCO ORANGE ……..

21

DYNASOL …………………….

13

HURRICANE CLING ……………

4

ALL IN ONE TRANS. FLUID …. 26

CHEMCO WET …………..

29

DYNASOL II …………………..

22

HYVAR XL HERBICIDE ……….

18

ANISHA K ……………………….

7

CHEMCO ZYME ………….

8

EASY CLEAN ………………..

14

ICS-140 ………………………….

22

AQUA MOP …………………….

9

CHEMCO ZYME L ……….

29

EASY OFF ……………………

9

IMPACT LUBE ………………….

27

AQUA SOL …………………….. 12

CHEMCO ZYME M ………

29

ECNO FINISH ………………..

9

INSTANT BANDAGE …………..

19

ASCB #1 ……………………….. 21

CHEMSORB CL ………….

7

ASPHALT PATCH …………….. 18

CHLORINE TABLETS ……

32

ALKA TREAT ……………………

AUTO BRITE ……………………

ECO CHOICE CAN LINERS … 14

INVISIBLE GLOVE …………….

19

ELECTRA ……………………..

22

KLEENZOL ……………………..

15
10

2

CITRA FLOAT …………….

29

ELECTRA NF …………………

22

LAYFLAT PRODUCTS ....……..

AUTO DISH …………………….. 12

CITRUS BLAST …………..

12

ENGINE START ………………

2

LEAK SEEKER …………………

22

AUTO ODOR X …………………. 2

CITRUS SMOOTHIE ……..

19

ENHANCE …………………….

10

LEATHER SHINE ………………

15

AUTO RINSE …………………… 12

CITRUS SOLV ……………

13

ENVIRO CHEM ………………. 14

LEMOCIDE ……………………..

7

AUTO SANITIZE ……………….. 12

CLEAN GUARD ………….

2

E.C. CLEANER ………………

14

LEMON LUSTER ……………….

15

AUTO WAX ……………………..

2

CLEAN UP KIT …………..

7

FAST & EASY ……………….

14

LICE KILLER ……………………

24

BACTIMOS BRIQUETS ………. 24

CLEAN WATER ………….

29

FAST & EASY GEL …………

14

LIFT CLEAN …………………….

30

BACTI-ZYME 4B ………………. 29

CLEAR POOL …………….

32

FIRE ANT ROD EXT. TUBES . 24

LIPO MOP ………………………

10

BAG INSERT DISPENSER …… 12

CLEAR VISION …………..

13

FIRE ANT SPRAY ……………

24

LITH GREASE ………………….

27

BARRIER CREAM …………….. 19

CLOG BUSTER …………..

29

FIRE FIGHT …………………..

29

LOOP TREAT - NITRO ………..

5

BATH BRITE ……………………

4

COIL X ……………………..

21

FLY AWAY ……………………

24

LOOP TREAT - POLY …………

5

BAY BRITE ……………………..

2

COIL X BLAST …………….

22

FOAM A SEAL ……………….

14

LUBE OIL ……………………….

27

BEAUTY PROTECTOR ………..

2

COMMAND ……………….

13

FOAM CLEAN ………………..

10

MASTERLINE KONTROL 4-4 …

24

BIG SAM ……………………….. 26

COMMAND L.F……………

13

FOAM SOAP DISPENSER …

14

MAXFORCE ANT GEL ………..

24

BIO CIDE ………………………..

24

5

COMMANDER ……………

13

FOAM X ……………………….

32

MAXFORCE GEL ROACH …….

BIO SYSTEM 977 ……………… 21

COMPLETE TREAT H …..

5

FOAMING DIS ………………..

7

MAXFORCE INSECT BAIT ……

25

BIO TRIM ……………………….. 18

COMPLETE TREAT S …..

5

FOAMY MANGO

19

MEDICATED HAND SOAP ……

19

BIO ZYME ……………………….

1

COMPRSSOR OIL ……….

26

FOG KILL ……………………..

24

MELTS AWAY ………………….

18

BIOSAFE BACTERIA ………….

8

CON CLEAN ………………

9

FOOT BATH ………………….

7

METAL COAT …………………..

30

BLANKET & ROLLER WASH … 21

CON SEAL ………………..

9

FORM SLIDE …………………

30

METAL SLIDE ………………….

22

BLUE BOWL SOLID ……………

4

CONCRETE PATCH ……..

18

4 THE BIRDS …………………

24

MIGHTY GREEN ……………….

15

BLUE MAGIC …………………..

4

CONQUER - TBD ………..

7

FRESH AIR FACTORY ……..

1

MILDEW AWAY ………………..

4

BLUE PEARL ………………….. 19

CONTACT KILL …………..

18

FRESH AIR PAKS …………..

1

MOIST AWAY ………………….

22

BOARDEX ……………………… 12

CORROSION TREAT S ….

5

FRESH N DRY ……………….

1

MOLY LUBE ……………………

27

BONDEX …………………………

9

CRACK FILL ………………

18

FRESH N UP …………………

6

MOLY LUBE, DRY …………….

27

BOWL BRITE …………………..

4

CROW CLEAN ……………

13

FUEL TREAT …………………

5

MOP ON STRIPPER …………..

11

BOWL LUSTER ………………..

4

CRYSTAL CLEAR ……….

13

GARBO SPRAY ……………..

24

MOTOR CLEAN ………………..

3

BOWL TAB ……………………..

4

DEFOAMER ………………

32

GASKET MAKER ……………

14

MUD AWAY …………………….

30

BRAKE BRITE ………………….

2

DEGREASER FOAM ……

22

GEAR SAVER ……………….

26

MUNIC. DUST CONTROL ……..

30

BRITE SHINE …………………..

2

DELIME ……………………

13

GEL BAIT INJECTOR KIT …..

24

MUSCLE ………………………..

22

9
1

GEL LUBE ……………………

27

N.M. 1400 …………………

22

GERMA KILL …………………… 7

N.M. 1600 …………………

22
22

BRITEX …………………………..

9

DELIME H.D……………….

BUG BUSTER ………………….

2

DEO GRAN ……………….

BUG OUT ………………………. 24

DEO MITE …………………

8

GIANT DEOD. BLOCKS ………. 30

N.M. 1700 …………………

C.D. DISINFECTANT ………….. 21

DIS DEO …………………..

7

GLOSS ENAMEL ……………… 31

NATURE SOLV …………………

15

C.R.T. SPRAY …………………. 12

DISH GLO …………………

13

GOODBY ERASER PADS …… 14

NUT BUSTER …………………..

27

CARPET CLEAN …………

6

DISINFECT ALL ……………… 7

GRAFFIX ……………………….. 14

NUTRA CLEAN …………………

15

CARPET FRESH …………

6

DOES IT ALL ………………… 26

GREASE AWAY ………………. 30

ODOR AWAY …………………..

30

33
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INDEX OF PRODUCTS

ABC ANTI-RESOIL …….………

INDEX OF PRODUCTS
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CHEMCO
ODOR ELIMINATOR …………..

1

SALT AWAY ………………….

3

TOOL LUBE ………………………..

ODOR GONE …………………..

1

SCALE TREAT H …………….

5

TOPICAL ANESTHETIC …………..

28
20

ODOR SUPPRESS ………

30

SCENTA LATHER ……………

20

TOTAL BODY SHAMPOO ………..

20

ODOR X ……………………

1

SD-43 ………………………….

23

TOUCHLESS DISPENSER ……….

17

ONE STEP ………………..

7

SEAL IT ……………………….

23

TOUGH COAT ………………………

17

ORANGE MIGHT …………

22

SEAL IT PATCH ……………..

16

TOWER CIDE ………………………

5

ORANGE PRIDE …………

11

SEIZE AWAY …………………

27

TOWER TREAT H …………………

5

ORANGE SOLV ………….

8

SHEELA SHINE ………………

16

TREMEC CLASS. HERBICIDE …..

18

OXY TREAT ………………

5

SHEELA TOUCH …………….

16

TRUCK WASH ……………………..

3

PAINT STRIP ……………..

31

SHINY TOUCH ……………….

16

URI TAB …………………………….

4

PAN SEAL ………………..

16

SHOWER BRITE …………….

4

URINAL BLOCKS ………………….

4

PARTS BRITE ……………

23

SILI SPRAY …………………..

28

U.S. TOOL 100 …………………….

23

PARTS PROTECT ……….

16

SILVER BULLET ……………..

30

U.S. TOOL 200 …………………….

23

PEACH PARADISE ……..

1

SKIN CLEAN ………………….

20

U.S. TOOL 300 …………………….

23

PEARLY WHITE ………….

19

SLICK ………………………….

28

U.S. TOOL 400 …………………….

23

PERMA BOND ……………

16

SLICK COAT ………………….

3

VANDALEX …………………………

17

PERMA GRAN ……………

18

SLIP RESIST …………………

30

VANDALEX GL …………………….

17

pH DOWN …………………

32

SLUDGE TREAT ……………..

5

VARNISH COAT ……………………

31

pH HOLD ………………….

32

SORBENT PILLOWS ………..

21

VICTOR M-7 MOUSE TRAP ……..

17

pH MINUS …………………

32

SORBENT SOCKS ………….

21

VOBAN ……………………………..

7

pH PLUS …………………..

32

SPARKEL AM ………………..

17

VORTEX …………………………….

23

pH UP ……………………..

32

SPARKEL NA ………………..

17

WALL BLOCKS ……………………

31

PHENOMENAL …………..

7

SPARKLE …………………….

17

WALL MOUNT SPILL KIT …………

21

PINE CLEAN 186 ………..

7

SPARKLE CONC. ……………

17

WALTER'S MIGHT …………………

23

PINK PEARL ……………..

19

SPILL KILL ……………………

30

WASP AWAY ……………………...

25

PIPE SEAL ……………….

16

SPOT AWAY …………………

6

WATERLESS WOOD CLEANER ..

11

POLY STRIP ……………..

11

SPOT SOLV ………………….

6

WAX & GLO ………………………..

3

POOL BRITE ……………..

31

SPOT X ………………………..

6

WAXO SOAP ………………………

11
18

POOL CLARIFIER ……….

32

SPRAY BUFF ………………..

11

WEED BE GONE ………………….

POOL PRIDE ……………..

32

STEAM TREAT ……………….

5

WEED O KILL ……………………..

18

PORTABLE SPILL KIT …..

20

STEEL COAT …………………

31

WEED X …………………………….

18

PORTABLE H. M. CART …

20

STICK A FLY …………………

25

WELCOME …………………………

17

POWER 5 …………………

23

STICK A ROACH …………….

25

WHEEL BRITE …………………….

3

POWER SOLV …………..

23

STICKEM ……………………..

25

WHITE GREASE ………………….

28

PRESS DISPENSER …….

16

STRIP EASY …………………

11

WINK CLEANER …………………..

17

PRIDE ……………………..

11

SUB ZERO ……………………

17

WINTER WAX ………………………

3

PRIVATE EYE ……………

30

SUPER BRITE ……………….

23

WOOD BRITE ………………………

11

PRO BAT ………………….

3

SUPER FINISH ………………

11

X-RAY DRAIN PIPE OPENER ……

8

PRO BELT ………………..

3

SUPER PURE LUBE ………..

28

YD-75 ……………………………….

31

PROTECT …………………

16

SUPER SORB. POWD………

21

ZINC COAT …………………………

31

PROTECTO ……………….

16

SUPER SUPREME ………….

11

ZONE MARK ……………………….

31

PROTECTOR ……………..

16

SUPERFILM ENGINE OIL ….

28

PUMICE CLEAN ………….

19

SUPERFILM HYDROLIC OIL .

28

PURE ULTRA …………….

27

SUPREME ……………………

11

R.P.M. SOLUTION ……….

23

SURFA BLEND ………………

17

RA-15 ………………………

23

SURFACTANT ………………..

20

RAT & MOUSE BAIT …….

25

SWEEPING COMPOUNDS ………

11

RED OX ……………………

6

SWEET PEE ……………………….

4

REFILLABLE DISP……………

16

SY-76 ………………………………..

17

RELEASE …………………….

27

TALPRID MOLE BAIT ……………..

25

RENEW ……………………….

16

TAR GONE …………………………

3

RESID. ROACH SPRAY ……

25

TAR X ………………………………..

3

RIGID ………………………….

23

TARNISH AWAY …………………..

17

ROOM SERVICE …………….

25

TARVASOL …………………………

3

ROOT O KILL …………………

30

TEF LUBE ………………………….

28

RUST AWAY …………………

23

THREAD CUT ………………………

23

RUST O SCALE ………………

5

TIRE DRESS ……………………….

3

SAFE STEP ………………….

18

TIRE GLOSS ……………………….

3
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*

WASP &
HORNET KILLER

*

GRANULAR
WEED KILLER

*

LIQUID WEED
KILLER

*

CLEANER &
POLISHER OF
FLOORS

*

HIGH TEMP
LUBRICANT

*
*

DRAIN OPENER
DRAIN
MAINTAINER

*
*

HAND CLEANER
PENETRATING
LUBRICANT

*

GLUE & GUM
REMOVER

*

ALL PURPOSE
LUBRICANT

*

DEODORIZER &
AIR
FRESHENER

*

HAND
SANITIZER

*

DISINFECTANT
& GERM KILLER

*

DRAIN
MAINTAINER &
DEGREASER

*

BOWL CLEANER
& DRAIN
MAINTAINER

*

DEGREASER &
OVEN CLEANER

*

CLEANER /
DEGREASER

*

ALL PURPOSE
CLEANER
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BIOZYME

WASP AWAY

PERMA GRAN

WEED X

WAXO SOAP

IMPACT LUBE

DEOMITE

CHEMCO ZYME L

CITRUS SMOOTHIE

DOES IT ALL

CITRA SOLV

GREASE IN A CAN

HONEY BEE

ANISHA K

GERMA KILL

ORANGE SOLV

HURRICANE

COMMAND

MIGHTY GREEN

KLEENZOL

*

CHEM OX

RUST & GROUT
CLEANER

*

CHEMCO PROBLEM SOLVING CHART

URINE ODOR
DESTROYER

DILUTION CHART & pH SCALE

CHEMCOINDUSTRIES,
INDUSTRIES,INC.
INC.
CHEMCO

DILUTION CHART & pH SCALE
FOR CLEANERS, DEGREASERS, DISINFECTANTS & STRIPPERS
IMPORTANT: TO INSURE PROPER PERFORMANCE OF THE PRODUCT, FOLLOW MIXING
INSTRUCTIONS ON THE LABEL AND USE THE MIXING CHART BELOW

IF MIXING
INSTRUCTIONS READ

MIX
CONCENTRATE TO WATER*

1 to 4
1 to 8
1 to 10
1 to 12
1 to 16
1 to 20
1 to 26
1 to 30
1 to 40
1 to 64
1 to 128
1 to 200
1 to 256

32 oz. (1 qt.) per gal.
16 oz. (1 pt.) per gal.
13 oz. per gal.
11 oz. per gal.
8 oz. (1 cup) per gal.
6 oz. per gal.
5 oz. per gal.
4 oz. per gal.
3 oz. per gal.
1 oz. per gal.
1 oz. per gal.
2/3 oz. per gal.
1/2 oz. per gal.

* fractions of measurements have been rounded to the nearest ounce.

LIQUID MEASURE
1 CUP = 8 OUNCES
1 PINT = 16 OUNCES
1 QUART = 32 OUNCES
1 LITER = 1.0567 QUARTS
1 GALLON = 128 OUNCES
1 GALLON = 3.7853 LITERS
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CUSTOMER COMMENTS
"The results of the test indicated that all of your company products beat all of the University's cleaning requirements. As amatter of fact,
KLEENZOL has been chosen to be the standard in the "ALL PURPOSE CLEAN" category in the University of Missouri - Columbia's
Custodial Supply Bid..."

Dr. James T. McGill, Vice-President for Administrative Affairs - University of Missouri Systems
"You asked for a sample of the rosin and within four days a product was developed that is meeting our needs and reducing our labor costs."

William T. Brown, Assistant Superintendent of Building Service, Illinois State University
"Our custodian tells us he thinks it's the best such cleanser he has ever tried."

Jonathan D. Drake, Pastor, Lacon United Methodist Church
"The quality and effectiveness of your products help us to achieve a clean campus within my budget."

Benjamin T. Ryburn, Superintendent of Building Service, Illinois State University
"We have found CHEMCO IMPACT LUBE to be highly effective in the lubrication of bucket linkages on Gradall Excavator. The usage of 20
tubes of conventional grease has been reduced to 6 tubes of IMPACT LUBE…replacement of pins and bushings is being greatly reduced."

Kenneth E. Fisher, Store Keeper, Illinois Department of Transportation
"We had been having trouble with our present product (a body wash & shampoo) in the dispensing, waste & high cost. Your company
was very eager for the opportunity to develop a new product that would meet our needs…(Your) product was supplied in quart bottles
with dispensing tops which were much more usable on the units and at a cheaper price than we were currently paying. If, in the future,
AMHC has a need or problem..., I would feel quite comfortable in calling your company..."

Lyle Winters, Store Manager, Illinois Dept. of Mental Health and Developmental Disablities
"Just wanted to take time to drop you a note stating my satisfaction with your product, "CHEM OX." I have used CHEM OX for the past
four years on our outdoor pool basin, locker room facilities and concession area. After a long winter of non-uses, CHEM OX does an
excellent job of helping get our pool ready for the swim season each spring. It is both safe and easy to use, plus has a pleasant odor.
I plan to continue using this product each spring."

Len Schmidt, Director of Programs, Rantoul Rec. Dept.
"We had a sewer problem of sewer odor coming out of our lift station, which is surrounded by newly built homes. You formulated the
right product called "Biosafe Bacteria" to solve our problem. We are now happy to inform you that your product worked well and we
have no complaints whatsoever from our residents."

Patrick Presson, Public Works Director, Village of Maryville, IL.
"…MIGHTY GREEN is cheaper and we actually use less of it than we would of Simple Green, but I have to tell you we wouldn't use
it at all if it didn't work. A speck of dirt left on a valve can tear up the whole transmission. The men have to like the product, too.
MIGHTY GREEN has a much more favorable smell."

Bill Rosales, Maint. Shop Supervisor with Bi-State Development Agency
"Our home has been using CHEMCO INDUSTRIES WAXO SOAP for several years. We do not wax our floors; the WAXO SOAP keeps
them shining! We have very few problems with wax build-up over long periods of time, and the floors are easy to strip."

Carol Bowen, Administrator Golden Acres Nursing Home

---- CHEMCO REFERENCES ---Satisfaction is guaranteed with every chemco order.
Here is a list of some of the over 5,000 customers we are currently serving:
AMEREN UE
NATIONAL MAINTENANCE
E. ST. LOUIS SCHOOL DIST
EDWARDSVILLE SCHLS
ARMY CORPS OF ENG.
SHAPIRO DEV. CENTER
FARMINGTON SEWER
ST. FRANCOIS CO. RD DIST
AURORA BLACKTOP
GSA - FEDERAL GOVT
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
AUTOHAUS BMW
IDOT - IL DEPT OF TRANS.
ST. LOUIS INT'L AIRPORT
BASE CIVIL ENGIN.
UNIVERSITY CITY - PUBLIC WORKS
BETHALTO SEWER DPT
IL STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
JOB CORPS - GOLCONDA
CITY OF CARMI
CITY OF GRANITE CITY
MADISON CO. SPEC. SRVS
US TOOL GROUP
METRO EAST SANIT. DIST.
VILLAGE OF MARYVILLE - SEWER
CITY OF HARTFORD
MODOT - MO DEPT OF TR.
WESCLEAN EQUIP & CLEANING
CITY OF PONTIAC
This list is not complete and we apologize for any omissions.
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Specialty and Maintenance Chemicals for Municipalities, Institutions and Industries.

CHEMCO INDUSTRIES, INC.
3670 SCARLET OAK BLVD. ST. LOUIS, MO 63122
PLEASE CALL US: 314-647-1888 OUR 24-HOUR
FAX LINE: 636-861-5509

www.chemcoindustries.com
Email: inquiry@chemcoindustries.com
MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

GSA CUSTOMERS PLEASE VISIT US AT:
gsa.chemcoindustries.com

Manufacturing Environmentally Safe Cleaning Chemical Products Since 1975

